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From aschlindwein at erielibrary.org Mon Oct 4 10:58:49 2010
From: aschlindwein at erielibrary.org (Ann Marie Schlindwein)
Date: Mon, 4 Oct 2010 10:58:49 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Offering magazines on microfilm
Message-ID: <F474D2C9ED78489C8E3A908E193E2E67@AnnMarie>
BlankHi,
My library would like to offer the following microfilm rolls of magazines to any
library that would like them. The only charge would be for the postage to send
them to you.

Advertising Age 1983-1988 (33 rolls)

Arena 1889-1908 (10 rolls) - The Arena, an American literary and political
magazine, was founded by the radical journalist, Benjamin Flower. It first appeared
as a 100 page monthly journal in December, 1889. Flower, influenced by the ideas of
Edward Bellemy and Henry George, used the magazine to publicize the need for social
reform. Over the first few years Flower published a large number of articles on
poverty, sweatshops, slum clearance, unemployment and child labor.

Asia 1922-1942 (7 rolls)
Barron's

1980-1987 (37 rolls)

Book Buyer 1887-1903 (5 rolls)
Book Review

1954-1965 (2 rolls)

Book Week 1965-1967 (1 roll)
Book World 1967-1973 (3 rolls)

Ann Marie
Erie County Public Library

Please contact me at:
aschlindwein at erielibrary.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101004/
af8ac4aa/attachment.html
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/gif
Size: 145 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101004/
af8ac4aa/attachment.gif
From PTegel at oswego.lib.il.us Tue Oct 5 11:20:26 2010
From: PTegel at oswego.lib.il.us (Peggy Tegel)
Date: Tue, 5 Oct 2010 10:20:26 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] New York Pedigrees- 2 issues to give away
Message-ID: <876EF33A9B501643B89C3FB2431A6D63108528326A@servermail1.oswpld.local>
For postage, 2 issues (please take both!):
New York Pedigrees. North Western Edition: Volume I. April 1992.
New York Pedigrees. North Country Edition: Volume III. July 1992.
Please contact me at pstegel at oswego.lib.il.us<mailto:pstegel at
oswego.lib.il.us>
Peggy Tegel
Oswego, Illinois
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101005/
d98367de/attachment.html
From mbakeman at parkbooks.com Thu Oct 7 12:29:35 2010
From: mbakeman at parkbooks.com (Mary Bakeman)
Date: Thu, 07 Oct 2010 11:29:35 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Research note, MINNESOTA marriages
Message-ID: <4CADF56F.7010607@parkbooks.com>
Our research note for October discusses the new on-line system for
finding marriage information for the state of Minnesota. Because the
system is still a work in progress, suggestions for finding a marriage
are provided for doing that task the old-fashioned way.
The note can be found at
<http://www.parkbooks.com/Html/res_marr.html>
The series of notes on Minnesota research can be found at
<http://www.parkbooks.com/Html/research.html>
Happy hunting!
Mary Bakeman
Park Genealogical Books
From phyllis.rickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Mon Oct 11 14:56:26 2010
From: phyllis.rickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Mon, 11 Oct 2010 14:56:26 -0400

Subject: [Genealib] list functioning?
In-Reply-To: <4CADF56F.7010607@parkbooks.com>
References: <4CADF56F.7010607@parkbooks.com>
Message-ID: <000501cb6976$02215f30$06641d90$@rickard@monroe.lib.mi.us>
As this list is usually quite active and I have not had any mail since last
week....I'm just wondering if we're just busy or if it is not working.
Phyllis Rickard
Local History / A-V Librarian
Lenawee County Library
4459 West US-223
Adrian, MI 49221
phyllis.rickard at monroe.lib.mi.us
517-263-1011

From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Mon Oct 11 15:01:03 2010
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Mon, 11 Oct 2010 14:01:03 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] list functioning?
In-Reply-To: <000501cb6976$02215f30$06641d90$@rickard@monroe.lib.mi.us>
References: <4CADF56F.7010607@parkbooks.com>
<000501cb6976$02215f30$06641d90$@rickard@monroe.lib.mi.us>
Message-ID: <WC20101011190103.41025D@tcpclibrary.org>
Got it, Phyllis.
ok

So, unless you and I are the only ones left alive...we are

Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: "Phyllis Rickard" <phyllis.rickard at monroe.lib.mi.us>
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Mon, 11 Oct 2010 14:56:26 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] list functioning?
As this list is usually quite active and I have not had any mail since last
week....I'm just wondering if we're just busy or if it is not working.
Phyllis Rickard
Local History / A-V Librarian
Lenawee County Library
4459 West US-223
Adrian, MI 49221
phyllis.rickard at monroe.lib.mi.us

517-263-1011

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101011/4d8cdf71/
attachment.html
From phyllis.rickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Mon Oct 11 15:04:15 2010
From: phyllis.rickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Mon, 11 Oct 2010 15:04:15 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] list functioning?
In-Reply-To: <000501cb6976$02215f30$06641d90$@rickard@monroe.lib.mi.us>
References: <4CADF56F.7010607@parkbooks.com>
<000501cb6976$02215f30$06641d90$@rickard@monroe.lib.mi.us>
Message-ID: <000601cb6977$1c7fe6c0$557fb440$@rickard@monroe.lib.mi.us>
Since my note got through, guess we're all busy.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Phyllis Rickard
Sent: Monday, October 11, 2010 2:56 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] list functioning?
As this list is usually quite active and I have not had any mail since last
week....I'm just wondering if we're just busy or if it is not working.
Phyllis Rickard
Local History / A-V Librarian
Lenawee County Library
4459 West US-223
Adrian, MI 49221
phyllis.rickard at monroe.lib.mi.us
517-263-1011

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From dlduay at yahoo.com Wed Oct 13 07:58:53 2010
From: dlduay at yahoo.com (Debbie Duay)
Date: Wed, 13 Oct 2010 04:58:53 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Index to Early Family Bible Records

Message-ID: <176225.24366.qm@web33106.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
This site provides a free?index to over 6,000 online and offline pre-1830 family
Bible records.
Index to Early Family Bible Records
http://www.learnwebskills.com/patriot/biblerecords.htm
Enjoy!
Debbie Duay, Ph.D.
Free Tutorial:? Researching Your Revolutionary War Patriot Ancestor
http://www.learnwebskills.com/patriot
Free Online County and Town Histories
http://www.learnwebskills.com/patriot/countyhistories1.htm
dlduay at yahoo.com

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101013/41c82531/
attachment.html
From egrundset at dar.org Wed Oct 13 14:04:44 2010
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Wed, 13 Oct 2010 14:04:44 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] New York State Archives and Library announce new
Saturday hours
Message-ID: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB41017CBE25@Mail2.darlib.org>
Good news from Albany, NY -- over a year in the making, but at least one
state library/archives is expanding hours instead of cutting them. This
will be a big boost for researchers going to Albany -- something to do
there on Saturdays instead of only on weekdays. Let's hope it works
well.
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
egrundset at dar.org
202-879-3313
-----Original Message----From: Emily Allen [mailto:EALLEN at MAIL.NYSED.GOV]
Sent: Wednesday, October 13, 2010 1:14 PM
To: Archives & Archivists (A&A) List
Subject: [archives] New York State Archives and Library announce new
Saturday hours
The New York
new Saturday
operation at
the Cultural
will be from

State Library and New York State Archives will institute
hours beginning on October 16th. Saturday hours of
the two facilities, located on the 7th and 11th floor of
Education Center (CEC) at the Empire State Plaza in Albany,
9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Free public parking will be available

in the Madison Avenue parking lots adjacent to the CEC. Directions and
parking information is available on the New York State Museum website at
http://www.nysm.nysed.gov/information/general/muswhere.html.
This new policy for expanded access does not affect the hours of the
New York State Museum, which is open from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. seven days
a week, except Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, and New Year's Day.
However if a major holiday (e.g. July 4th, Memorial Day, Veteran's
Day) falls directly on a Saturday, the Library and Archives will not be
open (checking their websites is advised for such holidays).
The New York State Library (http://www.nysl.nysed.gov/) has served New
Yorkers, New York State government and researchers from throughout the
United States for more than 190 years. It is the largest state library
in the nation and the only state library to qualify for membership in
the Association of Research Libraries. The Library's research
collection of more than 20 million items includes major holdings in law,
medicine, the social sciences, education, American and New York State
history and culture, the pure sciences and technology.
The New York State Archives (http://www.archives.nysed.gov/)
identifies, preserves, and makes available more than 200 million records
of colonial and state government dating back to 1630 that have enduring
value to the public and private institutions and to all the people of
the Empire State and the nation.
Best wishes,
Emily Allen
Media and Education Specialist
New York State Archives
Archival Services
Public Programs and Outreach
9B31 CEC
Albany, NY 12230
(518) 473-9984
eallen at mail.nysed.gov
www.archives.nysed.gov
Look for us on Twitter http://twitter.com/nysarchives and Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/nysarchives
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
The ARCHIVES & ARCHIVISTS (A&A) LIST is sponsored by the Society of
American Archivists (SAA). The opinions expressed on the A&A List do not
necessarily represent those of SAA and are not endorsed by the Society.
To post to the list, send messages to archives at forums.archivists.org.
To unsubscribe or to modify your subscription settings, log in at:
http://www.archivists.org/listservs/change.asp
To read the list archives:
September 2006 to Present:
http://forums.archivists.org/read/?forum=archives
April 1993 to September 2006:

http://listserv.muohio.edu/archives/archives.html
To view the A&A List Terms of Participation, visit:
http://www.archivists.org/listservs/arch_listserv_terms.asp
A&A List Coordinator:
Meghan Petersen
mpetersen at archivists.org
From DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us Wed Oct 13 15:55:04 2010
From: DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us (Melissa K. Davidson)
Date: Wed, 13 Oct 2010 15:55:04 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] manuscript record of those who served in the revolution
from Augusta co. Virginia
Message-ID: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA404F5955F@cossrv16.staunton.net>
A Mr. Sproul has got me curious about this. Attached is a transcript of
an old note, apparently written in the 50s or 60s. I'm thinking that the
original author called it "manuscript" because he wrote it by hand, and
because I can't find a work called "Manuscript Record of Those......"

Question is, from what were these tidbits gathered?
It doesn't seem to be "Records of the Revolutionary War" by Saffell nor
"Historical Register of Virginians in the Revolution" by Gwathmey.

Also was there a 32nd Regiment of Virginia?

Any help would be appreciated.

Melissa Davidson
Adult Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
Staunton, VA

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101013/
a49fb987/attachment.html
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: militia_notes_those_who_served.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 9709 bytes
Desc: militia_notes_those_who_served.pdf
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101013/

a49fb987/attachment.pdf
From egrundset at dar.org Thu Oct 14 07:42:19 2010
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 07:42:19 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] manuscript record of those who served in the
revolutionfrom Augusta co. Virginia
In-Reply-To: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA404F5955F@cossrv16.staunton.net>
Message-ID: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB41017CBE2A@Mail2.darlib.org>
Are the entries from Augusta County Court order or minute book or books
from the period with references to the page numbers of the entries?

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
egrundset at dar.org
202-879-3313

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Melissa K.
Davidson
Sent: Wednesday, October 13, 2010 3:55 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] manuscript record of those who served in the
revolutionfrom Augusta co. Virginia

A Mr. Sproul has got me curious about this. Attached is a transcript of
an old note, apparently written in the 50s or 60s. I'm thinking that the
original author called it "manuscript" because he wrote it by hand, and
because I can't find a work called "Manuscript Record of Those......"

Question is, from what were these tidbits gathered?
It doesn't seem to be "Records of the Revolutionary War" by Saffell nor
"Historical Register of Virginians in the Revolution" by Gwathmey.

Also was there a 32nd Regiment of Virginia?

Any help would be appreciated.

Melissa Davidson
Adult Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
Staunton, VA

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101014/10953b08/
attachment.html
From crscott at HeritageBooks.com Thu Oct 14 08:44:15 2010
From: crscott at HeritageBooks.com (Craig R. Scott, CG)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 08:44:15 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] manuscript record of those who served in the
revolution from Augusta co. Virginia
In-Reply-To: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA404F5955F@cossrv16.staunton.net>
References: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA404F5955F@cossrv16.staunton.net>
Message-ID: <AANLkTikEkyPj6ZGwm+Yp+SNrjHS4T54c73k1H9WAb1kC@mail.gmail.com>
The 32nd and 93rd Regiments of Virginia Militia belonged to Augusta County.
See page 48 of Stuart Lee Butler's, A Guide to Virginia Militia Units in the
War of 1812.
It maybe that this information was taken from the *Court Martial Records,
1756 - 1796* volume currently located in the Library of Virginia. The last
time I saw it, it was on the shelf behind the staff desk in the manuscript
research room.
Given the dates in the material, this is probably the best possibility for
source of the material.
C.
On Wed, Oct 13, 2010 at 3:55 PM, Melissa K. Davidson <
DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

A Mr. Sproul has got me curious about this. Attached is a transcript of
an old note, apparently written in the 50s or 60s. I?m thinking that the
original author called it ?manuscript? because he wrote it by hand, and
because I can?t find a work called ?Manuscript Record of Those???

Question is, from what were these tidbits gathered?
It doesn?t seem to be ?Records of the Revolutionary War? by Saffell nor

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

?Historical Register of Virginians in the Revolution? by Gwathmey.

Also was there a 32nd Regiment of Virginia?

Any help would be appreciated.

Melissa Davidson
Adult Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
Staunton, VA

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Craig R. Scott, CG
President & CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
229 Danagher Ct.
Holly Springs, NC 27540
800 876-6103
919 279-3864
Fax 410 558-6574
crscott at HeritageBooks.com
Visit www.HeritageBooks.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101014/
f5292eea/attachment.html
From BethK at sullivanmunce.org Thu Oct 14 11:05:43 2010
From: BethK at sullivanmunce.org (Beth Kielb)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 11:05:43 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Seeking recommendations on WWII books/research guides
Message-ID: <8E1252F30ADBD9469C92316909D72382274C87@SMSERVER.SullivanMunce.local>
Hello,

I am looking for some books or materials to add to our collection to
assist those trying to track their ancestors who served in WWII. We
have nothing in our collection on this subject right now. Any
recommendations or thoughts would be appreciated! Please feel free to
contact me off list if you would prefer (e-mail address below).

So far I've come across the following 2 titles:

Finding Your Father's War: a practical guide to researching and
understanding service in the World War II US Army
by Jonathan Gawne

World War II Military Records:

a family historian's guide

by Debra Johnson Knox

Any thoughts on these 2 titles?
recommend?

Any other titles that you would

Thanks!!
Beth

Beth Kielb
SullivanMunce Cultural Center
205-225 West Hawthorne Street
Zionsville, IN

46077

317.873.4900, ext 302
bethk at sullivanmunce.org <mailto:janetbaker at sullivanmunce.org>

YOUR DESTINATION FOR ART, HISTORY, & GENEALOGY!
Open Tuesday - Saturday

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Follow us on Twitter <http://www.twitter.com/sullivanmunce>
Facebook <http://www.facebook.com/sullivanmunce> !

and

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101014/6a431f71/
attachment.html
From crscott at HeritageBooks.com Thu Oct 14 12:56:20 2010
From: crscott at HeritageBooks.com (Craig R. Scott, CG)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 12:56:20 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Seeking recommendations on WWII books/research guides
In-Reply-To: <8E1252F30ADBD9469C92316909D72382274C87@SMSERVER.SullivanMunce.local>
References: <8E1252F30ADBD9469C92316909D72382274C87@SMSERVER.SullivanMunce.local>
Message-ID: <AANLkTike3uszm2V=36GGinSidxyVm4fbpHgTxPf85MpD@mail.gmail.com>
Several National Archives publications come to mind.
World War II; Guide to Records Relating to U.S. Military Particiaption, 2
volumes by Timothy P. Mulligan.
Records Relating to Personal Participation in World War II: American
Prisoners of War and Civilian Internees, Reference Information Paper 80
Records of Military Agencies Relating to African Americans form the
Post-World War I Period to the Korean War, Reference Information Paper 105
C.
-Craig R. Scott, CG
President & CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
229 Danagher Ct.
Holly Springs, NC 27540
800 876-6103
919 279-3864
Fax 410 558-6574
crscott at HeritageBooks.com
Visit www.HeritageBooks.com
On Thu, Oct 14, 2010 at 11:05 AM, Beth Kielb <BethK at sullivanmunce.org>wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello,

I am looking for some books or materials to add to our collection to assist
those trying to track their ancestors who served in WWII. We have nothing
in our collection on this subject right now. Any recommendations or
thoughts would be appreciated! Please feel free to contact me off list if
you would prefer (e-mail address below).

>
>
> So far I?ve come across the following 2 titles:
>
>
>
> *Finding Your Father?s War: a practical guide to researching and
> understanding service in the World War II US Army*
>
> by Jonathan Gawne
>
>
>
> *World War II Military Records: a family historian?s guide*
>
> by Debra Johnson Knox
>
>
>
> Any thoughts on these 2 titles? Any other titles that you would recommend?
>
>
>
> Thanks!!
>
> Beth
>
>
>
> *Beth Kielb*
>
> *SullivanMunce Cultural Center*
>
> 205-225 West Hawthorne Street
>
> Zionsville, IN 46077
>
> 317.873.4900, ext 302
>
> *bethk at sullivanmunce.org <janetbaker at sullivanmunce.org>*
>
>
>
> *YOUR DESTINATION FOR ART, HISTORY, & GENEALOGY!*
>
> *Open Tuesday - Saturday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. *
>
> * *
>
> *Follow us on Twitter <http://www.twitter.com/sullivanmunce> and
Facebook<http://www.facebook.com/sullivanmunce>!
> *
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101014/
cd1e4dc2/attachment.html
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Thu Oct 14 13:02:28 2010
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (Anne Burrows)
Date: Fri, 15 Oct 2010 04:02:28 +1100
Subject: [Genealib] Long service leave Monday 18 October 2010 to Monday 3
January 2011onday 11 October 2010
Message-ID: <OFF2CFF058.B8FAC18D-ONCA2577BC.005D9C3B-CA2577BC.005D9C3B@LocalDomain>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101015/9e412c87/
attachment.html
From traptis at pmlib.org Thu Oct 14 13:24:31 2010
From: traptis at pmlib.org (Toni Raptis)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 13:24:31 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Seeking recommendations on WWII books/research guides
In-Reply-To: <8E1252F30ADBD9469C92316909D72382274C87@SMSERVER.SullivanMunce.local>
References: <8E1252F30ADBD9469C92316909D72382274C87@SMSERVER.SullivanMunce.local>
Message-ID: <AANLkTinvc3yL8kVing0QpcOy_69VmUPNBCA1c3veR=X1@mail.gmail.com>
We have both of those titles in our collection.

In addition we have:

U.S. Merchant Vessel War Casualties of World War II by Robert M. Browning
Jr.
Jews-Officers In The Polish Armed Forces 1939-1945 by Benjamin Meirtchak
World War II on the Web (2003) by J. Douglas Smith & Richard Jenson
Order of Battle, U.S. Army, World War II by Shelby Stanton
Toni Raptis
Patchogue-Medford Library
54-60 E. Main Street
Patchogue, New York 11772
traptis at pmlib.org
On Thu, Oct 14, 2010 at 11:05 AM, Beth Kielb <BethK at sullivanmunce.org>wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello,

I am looking for some books or materials to add to our collection to assist
those trying to track their ancestors who served in WWII. We have nothing
in our collection on this subject right now. Any recommendations or
thoughts would be appreciated! Please feel free to contact me off list if
you would prefer (e-mail address below).

So far I?ve come across the following 2 titles:

*Finding Your Father?s War:

a practical guide to researching and

> understanding service in the World War II US Army*
>
> by Jonathan Gawne
>
>
>
> *World War II Military Records: a family historian?s guide*
>
> by Debra Johnson Knox
>
>
>
> Any thoughts on these 2 titles? Any other titles that you would recommend?
>
>
>
> Thanks!!
>
> Beth
>
>
>
> *Beth Kielb*
>
> *SullivanMunce Cultural Center*
>
> 205-225 West Hawthorne Street
>
> Zionsville, IN 46077
>
> 317.873.4900, ext 302
>
> *bethk at sullivanmunce.org <janetbaker at sullivanmunce.org>*
>
>
>
> *YOUR DESTINATION FOR ART, HISTORY, & GENEALOGY!*
>
> *Open Tuesday - Saturday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. *
>
> * *
>
> *Follow us on Twitter <http://www.twitter.com/sullivanmunce> and
Facebook<http://www.facebook.com/sullivanmunce>!
> *
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101014/53675f30/
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From mkmannix at gmail.com Thu Oct 14 13:29:18 2010
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 13:29:18 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] ALA/RUSA Genealogy workshop: register now! at San Diego
-Message-ID: <AANLkTim2b2Qd__Y71TwXSRqt1W0G+upBuJkNVmoozjtA@mail.gmail.com>
Hello All! Please note that Genealib's very own Drew Smith will be
one of the speakers! Mary
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Liz Markel <lmarkel at ala.org>
Date: Thu, Oct 14, 2010 at 12:29 PM
Subject: ALA/RUSA Genealogy workshop: register now!
To: Liz Markel <lmarkel at ala.org>
REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!
What: ?Genealogy Happens! At the Genealogy Reference Desk?, a 2011
Midwinter institute offered by the ALA genealogy experts: the History
Section of the Reference and User Services Association (RUSA).
When: 9:30 a.m. ? 5 p.m. Friday, Jan. 8, 2011
Where: Valencia Park/Malcolm X Branch of the San Diego Library, 5148
Market Street, San Diego
This workshop is a not-to-be-missed learning experience for reference
librarians and library reference staff of all levels of expertise,
including coverage of both basic genealogy reference skills and more
detailed topics include social networking for genealogists and
military research. Those who are researching their personal family
histories and would find these topics of interest are also welcome to
attend.
SPEAKERS: ?Genealogy Guy? Drew Smith; David Rencher, Director of the
Libraries Division of the Family History Department, The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints; Ron Arons, author of WANTED! U.S.
Criminal Records; and Curt Witcher, Manager, Historical Genealogy
Department, Allen County Public Library.
Interested participants can register for this event only (event code
RUS1) or can register in conjunction with Annual Conference
registration by adding it as a ticketed event.
Advance registration starts at $100 for RUSA members.
Lunch is sponsored by ProQuest, and included in the registration fee.
REGISTER ONLINE NOW:
http://registration2.experient-inc.com/showALA111/default.aspx?
ID=1234046&Date=201010041135&Key=A627F4BAA55AEAFAB63B23BBD10584D7
Get more information about this event at the RUSA blog:
http://rusa.ala.org/blog/2010/10/14/mw2011-genealogy1/

Please share this message with any colleagues or distribution lists
that might find it of interest.

Liz F. Markel, M.A.
Marketing Specialist
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA)
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)

The American Library Association // 50 E. Huron Street // Chicago, IL? 60611
800-545-2433 // p. 312-280-4398 // f. 312-280-5273 // e. lmarkel at ala.org
Find our divisions online at??? www.ala.org/rusa??? &??? www.ala.org/ascla

Want to know what we're up to daily? Subscribe to our blog RSS feeds!
RUSA: http://rusa.ala.org/blog/feed/
ASCLA: http://ascla.ala.org/blog/feed/
From mkmannix at gmail.com Thu Oct 14 15:23:33 2010
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 15:23:33 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] ALA/RUSA Genealogy workshop: FRIDAY, JANUARY 7!
In-Reply-To: <647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E801A799FF@BE144.mail.lan>
References: <647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E801A799FF@BE144.mail.lan>
Message-ID: <AANLkTinENosSsW4wo0r_UsHYhAmwPU=eVQN=L046rMQ-@mail.gmail.com>
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Liz Markel <lmarkel at ala.org>
Date: Thu, Oct 14, 2010 at 3:07 PM
Subject: ALA/RUSA Genealogy workshop: FRIDAY, JANUARY 7!
To: Liz Markel <lmarkel at ala.org>
The genealogy workshop will be held FRIDAY, JANUARY 7.
Apologies for the incorrect date that was included in the first posting.
It has been fixed in the forwarded message below.
Cheers,
Liz

From: Liz Markel
Sent: Thursday, October 14, 2010 11:29 AM
To: Liz Markel
Subject: ALA/RUSA Genealogy workshop: register now!

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!
What: ?Genealogy Happens! At the Genealogy Reference Desk?, a 2011
Midwinter institute offered by the ALA genealogy experts: the History
Section of the Reference and User Services Association (RUSA).
When: 9:30 a.m. ? 5 p.m. Friday, Jan. 7, 2011
Where: Valencia Park/Malcolm X Branch of the San Diego Library, 5148
Market Street, San Diego
This workshop is a not-to-be-missed learning experience for reference
librarians and library reference staff of all levels of expertise,
including coverage of both basic genealogy reference skills and more
detailed topics include social networking for genealogists and
military research. Those who are researching their personal family
histories and would find these topics of interest are also welcome to
attend.
SPEAKERS: ?Genealogy Guy? Drew Smith; David Rencher, Director of the
Libraries Division of the Family History Department, The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints; Ron Arons, author of WANTED! U.S.
Criminal Records; and Curt Witcher, Manager, Historical Genealogy
Department, Allen County Public Library.
Interested participants can register for this event only (event code
RUS1) or can register in conjunction with Annual Conference
registration by adding it as a ticketed event.
Advance registration starts at $100 for RUSA members.
Lunch is sponsored by ProQuest, and included in the registration fee.
REGISTER ONLINE NOW:
http://registration2.experient-inc.com/showALA111/default.aspx?
ID=1234046&Date=201010041135&Key=A627F4BAA55AEAFAB63B23BBD10584D7
Get more information about this event at the RUSA blog:
http://rusa.ala.org/blog/2010/10/14/mw2011-genealogy1/

Please share this message with any colleagues or distribution lists
that might find it of interest.

Liz F. Markel, M.A.
Marketing Specialist
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA)
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)

The American Library Association // 50 E. Huron Street // Chicago, IL? 60611
800-545-2433 // p. 312-280-4398 // f. 312-280-5273 // e. lmarkel at ala.org

Find our divisions online at??? www.ala.org/rusa??? &??? www.ala.org/ascla

Want to know what we're up to daily? Subscribe to our blog RSS feeds!
RUSA: http://rusa.ala.org/blog/feed/
ASCLA: http://ascla.ala.org/blog/feed/
From lmarkel at ala.org Thu Oct 14 12:29:15 2010
From: lmarkel at ala.org (Liz Markel)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 12:29:15 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] ALA/RUSA Genealogy workshop: register now!
Message-ID: <647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E801A799AD@BE144.mail.lan>
REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!
What: "Genealogy Happens! At the Genealogy Reference Desk", a 2011
Midwinter institute offered by the ALA genealogy experts: the History
Section
<http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/sections/history/index.cfm> of
the Reference and User Services Association (RUSA).
When: 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. Friday, Jan. 8, 2011
Where: Valencia Park/Malcolm X Branch of the San Diego Library, 5148
Market Street, San Diego
This workshop is a not-to-be-missed learning experience for reference
librarians and library reference staff of all levels of expertise,
including coverage of both basic genealogy reference skills and more
detailed topics include social networking for genealogists and military
research. Those who are researching their personal family histories and
would find these topics of interest are also welcome to attend.
SPEAKERS: "Genealogy Guy" Drew Smith; David Rencher, Director of the
Libraries Division of the Family History Department, The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints; Ron Arons, author of WANTED! U.S. Criminal
Records; and Curt Witcher, Manager, Historical Genealogy Department,
Allen County Public Library.
Interested participants can register
<http://www.ala.org/ala/conferencesevents/upcoming/midwinter/registratio
n/index.cfm> for this event only (event code RUS1) or can register in
conjunction with Annual Conference registration by adding it as a
ticketed event.
Advance registration starts at $100 for RUSA members.
Lunch is sponsored by ProQuest, and included in the registration fee.
REGISTER ONLINE NOW:
http://registration2.experient-inc.com/showALA111/default.aspx?ID=123404
6&Date=201010041135&Key=A627F4BAA55AEAFAB63B23BBD10584D7
Get more information about this event at the RUSA blog:
http://rusa.ala.org/blog/2010/10/14/mw2011-genealogy1/

Please share this message with any colleagues or distribution lists that
might find it of interest.

Liz F. Markel, M.A.
Marketing Specialist
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA)
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)

The American Library Association // 50 E. Huron Street // Chicago, IL
60611
800-545-2433 // p. 312-280-4398 // f. 312-280-5273 // e. lmarkel at ala.org
Find our divisions online at
www.ala.org/ascla

www.ala.org/rusa

&

Want to know what we're up to daily? Subscribe to our blog RSS feeds!
RUSA: http://rusa.ala.org/blog/feed/
ASCLA: http://ascla.ala.org/blog/feed/

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From lmarkel at ala.org Thu Oct 14 15:07:32 2010
From: lmarkel at ala.org (Liz Markel)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 15:07:32 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] ALA/RUSA Genealogy workshop: FRIDAY, JANUARY 7!
Message-ID: <647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E801A799FF@BE144.mail.lan>
The genealogy workshop will be held FRIDAY, JANUARY 7.
Apologies for the incorrect date that was included in the first posting.
It has been fixed in the forwarded message below.
Cheers,
Liz

From: Liz Markel
Sent: Thursday, October 14, 2010 11:29 AM
To: Liz Markel

Subject: ALA/RUSA Genealogy workshop: register now!

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!
What: "Genealogy Happens! At the Genealogy Reference Desk", a 2011
Midwinter institute offered by the ALA genealogy experts: the History
Section
<http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/sections/history/index.cfm> of
the Reference and User Services Association (RUSA).
When: 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. Friday, Jan. 7, 2011
Where: Valencia Park/Malcolm X Branch of the San Diego Library, 5148
Market Street, San Diego
This workshop is a not-to-be-missed learning experience for reference
librarians and library reference staff of all levels of expertise,
including coverage of both basic genealogy reference skills and more
detailed topics include social networking for genealogists and military
research. Those who are researching their personal family histories and
would find these topics of interest are also welcome to attend.
SPEAKERS: "Genealogy Guy" Drew Smith; David Rencher, Director of the
Libraries Division of the Family History Department, The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints; Ron Arons, author of WANTED! U.S. Criminal
Records; and Curt Witcher, Manager, Historical Genealogy Department,
Allen County Public Library.
Interested participants can register
<http://www.ala.org/ala/conferencesevents/upcoming/midwinter/registratio
n/index.cfm> for this event only (event code RUS1) or can register in
conjunction with Annual Conference registration by adding it as a
ticketed event.
Advance registration starts at $100 for RUSA members.
Lunch is sponsored by ProQuest, and included in the registration fee.
REGISTER ONLINE NOW:
http://registration2.experient-inc.com/showALA111/default.aspx?ID=123404
6&Date=201010041135&Key=A627F4BAA55AEAFAB63B23BBD10584D7
Get more information about this event at the RUSA blog:
http://rusa.ala.org/blog/2010/10/14/mw2011-genealogy1/

Please share this message with any colleagues or distribution lists that
might find it of interest.

Liz F. Markel, M.A.
Marketing Specialist
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA)
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)

The American Library Association // 50 E. Huron Street // Chicago, IL
60611
800-545-2433 // p. 312-280-4398 // f. 312-280-5273 // e. lmarkel at ala.org
Find our divisions online at
www.ala.org/ascla

www.ala.org/rusa

&

Want to know what we're up to daily? Subscribe to our blog RSS feeds!
RUSA: http://rusa.ala.org/blog/feed/
ASCLA: http://ascla.ala.org/blog/feed/
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From AMendoza at dar.org Thu Oct 14 16:11:34 2010
From: AMendoza at dar.org (Mendoza, Amado)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 16:11:34 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] More Duplicate Periodicals to Donate!
Message-ID: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB410187BEDF@Mail2.darlib.org>
Dear Sir or Madam,

The Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) Library in Washington ,
DC has duplicate periodicals with genealogical and historical
information to donate. They are complete or nearly complete runs, and
many come from other libraries and have markings on the front cover and
elsewhere. Items requested will be mailed to you as media mail via the
U.S. Postal Service. Requests will be considered on a first come, first
serve basis. To submit a request, please follow the directions below:

*
Send an e-mail to amendoza at dar.org, identifying the exact
title(s) and volume(s) wanted. Requests sent to the entire e-mail
listserv will not be considered. Include your mailing address and
indicate if the periodicals should be sent to the attention of a
particular person or department.

*

If the shipment of your periodicals costs $10.00 or more, we ask

for a reimbursement. A total shipping cost invoice will be mailed with
your shipment. Please mail your check (made payable to "Treasurer
General, NSDAR") and a copy of the invoice to:

NSDAR Library
Attn: Serials Coordinator
1776 D St., NW
Washington, DC 20006

Duplicates to donate below. More to come in future emails!

CALIFORNIA

Title: Wagon Wheels
Author:

Colusi County Hist. Soc.

v. 23, no. 2

Title: Lake Elsinore Genealogical Society newsletter
Author: Lake Elsinore Genealogical Society
October 1995 issue

Title: Humboldt Historian
Author: Humboldt County Historical Society
v. 17, no. 2

Title: Redwood Researcher
Author: Redwood Genealogical Society
v. 31, no. 4
v. 32, nos. 2-3

v. 36, no. 2

Title: Der Blumenbaum
Author: Sacramento German Genealogical Society
v. 24, no. 1
v. 25, no. 1

Title: Rota-Gene
Author: International Genealogy and Heraldry Fellowship of Rotarians
v. 14, nos. 5 and 6

Title: Ancestors West
Author: Santa Barbara County Genealogical Society
v. 24, nos. 3-4

Title: CGS News
Author: California Genealogical Society
v. 25, no. 4
v. 28, no. 6

Title: The Sonoma Searcher
Author: Sonoma County Genealogical Society
v. 12, no. 4
v. 13, no. 1

Title: Past Finder
Author: Helmet-San Jacinto Genealogical Society
v. 5, no. 4
v. 6, no. 1

Title: Valley Genealogist
Author: Hemet-San Jacinto Genealogical Society
v. 6, no. 4

Title: The Californians
Author: Grizzly Bear Publishing Company
v. 12, no. 2

Title: Marin Kin Tracer
Author: Marin County Genealogical Society
v. 16, nos. 1-3

Title: Ash Tree Echo
Author: Fresno Genealogical Society
v. 31, no. 1

Title: The Jotted Line
Author: Fresno Genealogical Society
January 1995 issue

Title: Santa Clara County Historical and Genealogical Society newsletter
Author: Santa Clara County Historical and Genealogical Society
v. 26, nos. 6-10
v. 27, nos. 1-2

Title: Immigrant Genealogical Society newsletter
Author: Immigrant Genealogical Society
Issue 153

Issue 198

Title: Valley Quarterly
Author: San Bernardino Valley Genealogical Society
v. 31, no. 4
v. 33, no. 1

Title: The Nugget
Author: California Genealogical Society
v. 2, no. 2
v. 5, nos. 1-2
v. 8, nos. 1-2
v. 9, nos. 1-2
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From Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com Thu Oct 14 16:35:28 2010
From: Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com (Lynette Jones)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 15:35:28 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] permission forms
Message-ID: <F3AE62F634F2E44A89AF37058A0F38640432700C@carrch23.carrollton.com>
My library owns a few photographs of the original ranchland on which the
library was built. To my knowledge, these are the only copies. A local
journalist has requested permission to use the photos on his website.
Does anyone have a form or standard letter that I could use granting
that permission?
Thank you.
Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX 75006
972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From gukhow at netscape.net Thu Oct 14 16:43:29 2010
From: gukhow at netscape.net (gukhow at netscape.net)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 16:43:29 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] permission forms
In-Reply-To: <F3AE62F634F2E44A89AF37058A0F38640432700C@carrch23.carrollton.com>
References: <F3AE62F634F2E44A89AF37058A0F38640432700C@carrch23.carrollton.com>
Message-ID: <8CD39F7979152A4-C30-6BF@webmail-d001.sysops.aol.com>
Lynette,
The Arizona State Archives has a form for publication of photographs. Here is the
link http://www.lib.az.us/archives/documents/pdf/for_publication.pdf.
I hope it helps,
Betsy Howard
Arizona State Library
Genealogy Collection

-----Original Message----From: Lynette Jones <Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thu, Oct 14, 2010 1:35 pm
Subject: [Genealib] permission forms
My library owns a few photographs of the original ranchland on which the library
was built. To my knowledge, these are the only copies. A local journalist has
requested permission to use the photos on his website. Does anyone have a form or
standard letter that I could use granting that permission?
Thank you.
Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX 75006
972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265
_______________________________________________
enealib mailing list
enealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
ttp://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From glasgowe at wtcpl.org Thu Oct 14 17:51:14 2010
From: glasgowe at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 17:51:14 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Pvt Mass Soldr & Sailors
Message-ID: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A4F1520@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Newbie Question:

I found a citation in The Official Roster of the Soldiers of the
American Revolution for "Pvt Mass Soldr & Sailors, V II." Can anyone
who is familiar with this title tell me if it refers to the following or
to another text?

Massachusetts soldiers and sailors of the Revolutionary War : a
compilation from the archives, prepared and published by the Secretary
of the Commonwealth in accordance with chapter 100, resolves of 1891.
Boston : Wright and Potter Printing Co., State Printers,
<http://ohiogensoc.mlasolutions.com/m4/opac/m4opac.dll?installation=Defa
ult&command=search&session=454f3619-d7dc-11df-8bd8-f2b4c6868672&linked=t
rue&style=results&query1=%22Wright%20and%20Potter%20Printing%20Co.,%20St
ate%20Printers,%22&attr1=1018> c1896-1908. 17 v.

Many thanks in advance,

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
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From SUBVETPAUL at aol.com Thu Oct 14 18:02:41 2010
From: SUBVETPAUL at aol.com (SUBVETPAUL at aol.com)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 18:02:41 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Seeking recommendations on WWII books/research guides
Message-ID: <160ce.5e18602e.39e8d801@aol.com>
I have researched more than 3,600 US Submarine men who perished during
WWII. A Basic genealogy and a history has been self published on each man.
Edition four, consisting of two volume, hard bound, set is in many
selected libraries, archives, historic centers, museums. I am presently working
on an updated Edition five of this work.
Will do private research at the National Archives on archival records of
WWII US Navy men.

_subvetpaul at aol.com_ (mailto:subvetpaul at aol.com)
Also doing research on the men and US ships lost during the capitulation of
Manila at the beginning of WWII.
A new book is available, "A Big Anthology of WORLD WAR II US SUBMARINE
HISTORIC STORIES."
ISBN 978-0-9771456-5-2
Also see my web site

and

_www.subvetpaul.com_ (http://www.subvetpaul.com/)

Paul W. Wittmer
Researcher, Publisher, WWII Combat veteran.

In a message dated 10/14/2010 12:24:53 P.M. Central Daylight Time,
traptis at pmlib.org writes:
Toni Raptis
Patchogue-Medford Library
54-60 E. Main Street
Patchogue, New York 11772
_traptis at pmlib.org_ (mailto:traptis at pmlib.org)
On Thu, Oct 14, 2010 at 11:05 AM, Beth Kielb <_BethK at sullivanmunce.org_
(mailto:BethK at sullivanmunce.org) > wrote:

Hello,
I am looking for some books or materials to add to our collection to
assist those trying to track their ancestors who served in WWII. We have
nothing in our collection on this subject right now. Any recommendations or
thoughts would be appreciated!
Please feel free to contact me off list if you
would prefer (e-mail address below).

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From SUBVETPAUL at aol.com Thu Oct 14 18:06:11 2010
From: SUBVETPAUL at aol.com (SUBVETPAUL at aol.com)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 18:06:11 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Seeking recommendations on WWII books/research guides
Message-ID: <163d5.6af610d2.39e8d8d3@aol.com>
I have researched more than 3,600 US Submarine men who perished during
WWII. A Basic genealogy and a history has been self published on each man.

Edition four, consisting of two volume, hard bound, set is in many
selected libraries, archives, historic centers, museums. I am presently working
on an updated Edition five of this work.
Will do private research at the National Archives on archival records of
WWII US Navy men.
_subvetpaul at aol.com_ (mailto:subvetpaul at aol.com)
Also doing research on the men and US ships lost during the capitulation of
Manila at the beginning of WWII.
A new book is available, "A Big Anthology of WORLD WAR II US SUBMARINE
HISTORIC STORIES."
ISBN 978-0-9771456-5-2
Also see my web site

and

_www.subvetpaul.com_ (http://www.subvetpaul.com/)

Paul W. Wittmer
Researcher, Publisher, WWII Combat veteran.

In a message dated 10/14/2010 10:44:23 A.M. Central Daylight Time,
BethK at sullivanmunce.org writes:
Hello,
I am looking for some books or materials to add to our collection to
assist those trying to track their ancestors who served in WWII. We have
nothing in our collection on this subject right now.
Any recommendations or
thoughts would be appreciated! Please feel free to contact me off list if you
would prefer (e-mail address below).
So far I?ve come across the following 2 titles:
Finding Your Father?s War: a practical guide to researching and
understanding service in the World War II US Army
by Jonathan Gawne
World War II Military Records: a family historian?s guide
by Debra Johnson Knox
Any thoughts on these 2 titles? Any other titles that you would
recommend?
Thanks!!
Beth
Beth Kielb
SullivanMunce Cultural Center
205-225 West Hawthorne Street
Zionsville, IN 46077
317.873.4900, ext 302
_bethk at sullivanmunce.org_ (mailto:janetbaker at sullivanmunce.org)
YOUR DESTINATION FOR ART, HISTORY, & GENEALOGY!
Open Tuesday - Saturday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Follow us on _Twitter_ (http://www.twitter.com/sullivanmunce) and
_Facebook_ (http://www.facebook.com/sullivanmunce) !

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From beavercountyresearch at yahoo.com Thu Oct 14 19:01:07 2010
From: beavercountyresearch at yahoo.com (Beaver County History Center)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 16:01:07 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Storing old books question
Message-ID: <46238.45976.qm@web33904.mail.mud.yahoo.com>

We recently were given 2,000 property tax record books?which date?from 1802-1900
for our county.? They have had a checkered history as far as storage is concerned.?
For the past 35 years they have been stored in the basement of a Victorian house.?
The books covering?the years?1802-1840 we have copies of on acid free paper, most
of the books covering 1887-1900 we have on microfilm.??All?are in horrible smelly
shape; the leather covers are turning to dust.? But they are a valuable resouce for
our patrons.? I would like to copy the remaining volumes but then what do I do with
the all these smelly originals?????? Also, the person who?has stored these for the
past 35 years?wants to restrict them by saying they are on 'permanent loan' not a
donation.? (She is 87 years old)--She did save them, as the county was going to
burn them - and for that we are grateful.? What is the best?(but most economical)?
way to store the originals?
?
Alice Kern
Beaver County Genealogy & History Center
1301 Seventh Avenue
Beaver Falls, PA 15010
724-847-9253
I GoodSearch & GoodShop for the Beaver County Genealogy and History Center.
Raise money for this charity just by searching the Internet with GoodSearch.com
(powered by Yahoo), or shopping online with GoodShop.com

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101014/
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From ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us Thu Oct 14 20:42:11 2010
From: ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us (Ernie Thode)
Date: Fri, 15 Oct 2010 00:42:11 GMT
Subject: [Genealib] Pvt Mass Soldr & Sailors
Message-ID: <201010142042765.SM21885@[10.0.1.5]>
Elizabeth,Because so many Massachusetts soldiers were members of the Ohio Company
of Associates that settled here in 1788, we have this 17-volume set in Marietta,
Ohio. ?Contact me off list ?if you have a question about a specific
individual.ernie (at) wcplib.lib.oh.us?Ernie Thode

Local History & Genealogy
Washington County (OH) Public Library
-----Original Message----From: "Elizabeth Glasgow" <glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
Sent 10/14/2010 5:51:14 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Pvt Mass Soldr & SailorsNewbie Question:I found a citation in
The
Official Roster of the Soldiers of the American Revolution for ?Pvt
Mass Soldr & Sailors, V II.?? Can anyone who is familiar with
this title tell me if it refers to the following or to another text? Massachusetts
soldiers and sailors of the Revolutionary War : a compilation
from the archives, prepared and published by the Secretary of the Commonwealth
in accordance with chapter 100, resolves of 1891. Boston : Wright
and Potter Printing Co., State Printers, c1896-1908. 17 v.Many thanks in
advance,Elizabeth A. Glasgow_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101015/
bf5bb231/attachment.html
-------------- next part -------------WCPLIB E-mail system
From mrarchive at aol.com Thu Oct 14 20:45:21 2010
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive at aol.com)
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 20:45:21 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Pvt Mass Soldr & Sailors
In-Reply-To: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A4F1520@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A4F1520@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <8CD3A19614C7830-14A4-59A6@webmail-d058.sysops.aol.com>

-----Original Message----From: Elizabeth Glasgow <glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thu, Oct 14, 2010 5:51 pm
Subject: [Genealib] Pvt Mass Soldr & Sailors

Newbie Question:
That would be the correct set of Volumes.
Stephen Trent Seames
Former Librarian
Massachusetts Society
Sons of the American REvolution
I found a citation in TheOfficial Roster of the Soldiers of the
American Revolution for ?PvtMass Soldr & Sailors, V II.?? Can anyone
who is familiar withthis title tell me if it refers to the following or
to another text?
?

Massachusetts soldiers and sailors of the Revolutionary War : a
compilationfrom the archives, prepared and published by the Secretary
of the Commonwealthin accordance with chapter 100, resolves of 1891.
Boston : Wrightand Potter Printing Co., State Printers, c1896-1908. 17
v.
?
Many thanks in advance,
?
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Fri Oct 15 11:59:11 2010
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Fri, 15 Oct 2010 11:59:11 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Reminder: WV state gov e-mail addresses have changed
Message-ID:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE442B0F3764F@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
Several people have been unable to reach me by e-mail lately since they were using
my old address, so I thought I would remind everyone that all West Virginia state
government e-mail addresses have been changed over the last year, and e-mails sent
to the old addresses were only forwarded for 60 days. To complicate matters more,
the new addresses all require first name, a middle initial, and surname plus
@wv.gov, so it makes it difficult to even guess at an address unless you know the
person's middle name, or that they prefer a nickname, or use their middle name
instead of their first, etc. , You will find WV Archives and History addresses on
our Web site at http://www.wvculture.org/history/contactus.html.
The West Virginia Library Commission staff also had to change from their
beloved .lib addresses, and their new ones are posted at
http://librarycommission.lib.wv.us/html/staffdirectory/index_staffdirectory.html
(if you don't know a specific name to search, use the "Browse by department" drop
down box to find staff names, titles and e-mail addresses.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101015/
a84ac558/attachment.html
From dlduay at yahoo.com Fri Oct 15 12:10:26 2010
From: dlduay at yahoo.com (Debbie Duay)
Date: Fri, 15 Oct 2010 09:10:26 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Sources of Revolutionary War Service
Message-ID: <199628.52347.qm@web33101.mail.mud.yahoo.com>

This is a list of free online sources of Revolutionary War service.?The 17
volumes of "Massachusetts Soldiers?and Sailors in the Revolutionary War" are
included.
http://www.learnwebskills.com/patriot/revservice.htm
Debbie Duay, Ph.D.
Free Tutorial: Researching Your Revolutionary War Patriot Ancestor
http://www.learnwebskills.com/patriot
dlduay at yahoo.com

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101015/4fe3d908/
attachment.html
From DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us Fri Oct 15 14:10:15 2010
From: DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us (Melissa K. Davidson)
Date: Fri, 15 Oct 2010 14:10:15 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] manuscript record of those who served in the
revolution from Augusta co. Virginia
In-Reply-To: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB41017CBE2A@Mail2.darlib.org>
References: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA404F5955F@cossrv16.staunton.net>
<F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB41017CBE2A@Mail2.darlib.org>
Message-ID: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA404F9E351@cossrv16.staunton.net>
That is very possible. Other options I found are Crozier's "Virginia
Colonial Militia (1905) and Eckenrode's "List of Colonial Soldiers of
Virginia" (1917). But of course those authors used the court books as
well.

Thanks. I was there at the ALA workshop. Great place!

Melissa

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Grundset,
Eric
Sent: Thursday, October 14, 2010 7:42 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] manuscript record of those who served in
therevolutionfrom Augusta co. Virginia

Are the entries from Augusta County Court order or minute book or books
from the period with references to the page numbers of the entries?

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
egrundset at dar.org
202-879-3313

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Melissa K.
Davidson
Sent: Wednesday, October 13, 2010 3:55 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] manuscript record of those who served in the
revolutionfrom Augusta co. Virginia

A Mr. Sproul has got me curious about this. Attached is a transcript of
an old note, apparently written in the 50s or 60s. I'm thinking that the
original author called it "manuscript" because he wrote it by hand, and
because I can't find a work called "Manuscript Record of Those......"

Question is, from what were these tidbits gathered?
It doesn't seem to be "Records of the Revolutionary War" by Saffell nor
"Historical Register of Virginians in the Revolution" by Gwathmey.

Also was there a 32nd Regiment of Virginia?

Any help would be appreciated.

Melissa Davidson
Adult Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library

Staunton, VA

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101015/
bdccb7ef/attachment.html
From AMendoza at dar.org Fri Oct 15 16:04:28 2010
From: AMendoza at dar.org (Mendoza, Amado)
Date: Fri, 15 Oct 2010 16:04:28 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Duplicate Periodicals to Donate
Message-ID: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB410187BEE3@Mail2.darlib.org>
Dear Sir or Madam,

The Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) Library in Washington ,
DC has duplicate periodicals with genealogical and historical
information to donate. They are complete or nearly complete runs, and
many come from other libraries and have markings on the front cover and
elsewhere. Items requested will be mailed to you as media mail via the
U.S. Postal Service. Requests will be considered on a first come, first
serve basis. To submit a request, please follow the directions below:

*
Send an e-mail to amendoza at dar.org, identifying the exact
title(s) and volume(s) wanted. Requests sent to the entire e-mail
listserv will not be considered. Include your mailing address and
indicate if the periodicals should be sent to the attention of a
particular person or department.

*
If the shipment of your periodicals costs $10.00 or more, we ask
for a reimbursement. A total shipping cost invoice will be mailed with
your shipment. Please mail your check (made payable to "Treasurer
General, NSDAR") and a copy of the invoice to:

NSDAR Library
Attn: Serials Coordinator
1776 D St., NW
Washington, DC 20006

Duplicates to donate below. More to come in future emails!

CALIFORNIA

Title: Genealogical Goldmine
Author: Paradise Genealogical Society
v. 19, nos. 1-4
v. 23, nos. 1-2
v. 24, nos. 1-2
v. 25, no. 2
v. 26, nos. 1-2
v. 27, nos. 1-2
v. 28, nos. 1-2
v. 29, nos. 1-2
v. 30, no. 1
v. 31, nos. 1-2
v. 32, nos. 1-2
v. 33, no. 1

Title: Ancestors West
Author: Santa Barbara County Genealogical Society
v. 34, nos. 1-2

Title: CGS News
Author: Calif. Gen. Soc.
v. 25, no. 6

Title: Orange County California Genealogical Society Journal

Author: Orange County California Genealogical Society
v. 33, no. 2

Title: Root Cellar Preserves
Author: Sacramento Gen. Soc.
v. 17, nos. 1, 4
v. 19, no. 1
v. 22, nos. 1-2

Title: The Marin Kin Tracer
Author: Marin County Gen. Soc.
v. 1, no. 4
v. 3, nos. 1-4

Title: Rabbit Tracks
Author: Conejo Valley Gen. Soc.
v. 12, no. 3
v. 13, nos. 3-4

Title: Conejo Valley Surname Register
Author: Conejo Valley Gen. Soc, Inc.
1985

Title: Shasta Genealogical Society Newsletter
Author: Shasta Genealogical Society
v. 12, nos. 3-4

Title: Nuggets from Paradise
Author: Paradise Genealogical Society
v. 14, nos. 1, 7

v. 15, no. 12
v. 17, no. 2

Title: Whittier Area Gen. Soc. Newsletter
Author: Whittier Area Gen. Soc.
v. 16, no. 11
v. 17, nos. 3-4, 6-7

Title: Lifeliner
Auithor: Gen. Soc. of Riverside
v. 24, nos. 2 + 4

Title: Tuolumne Co. Gen. Soc. newsletter
Author: Tuolumne Co. Gen. Soc
v. 15, no. 2

Title: Diablo Descendants
Author: Contra Costa Co. Gen. Soc.
v. 9, nos. 8-9

Title: Santa Clara County Historical and Genealogical Society Newsletter
Author: Santa Clara County Historical and Genealogical Society
v. 1, no. 4

Title: Santa Clara County Historical and Genealogical Society Newsletter
Author: Santa Clara County Historical and Genealogical Society
v. 4, nos. 1-3

Title: The Orange Tribune

Author: Orange Community His. Soc.
v. 22, nos. 7-11
v. 23, no. 3

Title :Humboldt Historian
Author: Humboldt Co. His. Soc.
17, no. 1

Title: California Star
Author: Native Daughters of the Golden West
v. 23, no. 1

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Fri Oct 15 16:48:34 2010
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Fri, 15 Oct 2010 16:48:34 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Seeking recommendations on WWII books/research guides
In-Reply-To: <163d5.6af610d2.39e8d8d3@aol.com>
References: <163d5.6af610d2.39e8d8d3@aol.com>
Message-ID:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE442B0F37711@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
This is right web address, http://www.subvetpaul.com/. When I hit the link from
his e-mail, I get the Web page, but when I hit the supposedly same link in the email below, I got the wrong, non-working site the first time I hit it and the right
site the second time. No idea why. He sells for himself, check or money order. I
couldn?t find it on Amazon or Bookfinder.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of SUBVETPAUL at aol.com
Sent: Thursday, October 14, 2010 6:06 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Seeking recommendations on WWII books/research guides

I have researched more than 3,600 US Submarine men who perished during WWII. A
Basic genealogy and a history has been self published on each man.
Edition four, consisting of two volume, hard bound, set is in many selected
libraries, archives, historic centers, museums. I am presently working on an
updated Edition five of this work.
Will do private research at the National Archives on archival records of WWII US
Navy men.
subvetpaul at aol.com<mailto:subvetpaul at aol.com>
Also doing research on the men and US ships lost during the capitulation of Manila
at the beginning of WWII.
A new book is available, "A Big Anthology of WORLD WAR II US SUBMARINE and HISTORIC
STORIES."
ISBN 978-0-9771456-5-2
Also see my web site

www.subvetpaul.com<http://www.subvetpaul.com/>

Paul W. Wittmer
Researcher, Publisher, WWII Combat veteran.
In a message dated 10/14/2010 10:44:23 A.M. Central Daylight Time, BethK at
sullivanmunce.org writes:
Hello,
I am looking for some books or materials to add to our collection to assist those
trying to track their ancestors who served in WWII. We have nothing in our
collection on this subject right now. Any recommendations or thoughts would be
appreciated! Please feel free to contact me off list if you would prefer (e-mail
address below).
So far I?ve come across the following 2 titles:
Finding Your Father?s War: a practical guide to researching and understanding
service in the World War II US Army
by Jonathan Gawne
World War II Military Records:
by Debra Johnson Knox
Any thoughts on these 2 titles?

a family historian?s guide
Any other titles that you would recommend?

Thanks!!
Beth
Beth Kielb
SullivanMunce Cultural Center
205-225 West Hawthorne Street
Zionsville, IN 46077
317.873.4900, ext 302
bethk at sullivanmunce.org<mailto:janetbaker at sullivanmunce.org>
YOUR DESTINATION FOR ART, HISTORY, & GENEALOGY!
Open Tuesday - Saturday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Follow us on Twitter<http://www.twitter.com/sullivanmunce> and
Facebook<http://www.facebook.com/sullivanmunce>!

_______________________________________________
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From quicksandyears at yahoo.com Sat Oct 16 14:33:49 2010
From: quicksandyears at yahoo.com (cam knight)
Date: Sat, 16 Oct 2010 11:33:49 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Storing old books question
In-Reply-To: <46238.45976.qm@web33904.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <433575.40890.qm@web52507.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Likely the books are impregnanted with mould which begins to grow when the relative
hunmidity hits 70%.? If you want to kill the mould it can be quite expensive.? One
method is to gas the books with Thymol and at one time in Canada most conservation
labs could do this but I believe it is now a restricted substance.? Some people try
freezing materials with mould infestion but most mould can go into spore formation
and survive indeterminately under freezing temperatures.? If you cannot afford to
treat the mould I would suggest you make copies and destroy the originals.? The
mould can be a health hazard to humans.
?
Since these are public records and aged, I assume there would be no copyright
violations but then I'm no expert on U.S. copyright laws.? Why not copy what you
want and then return the originals to their owner??
?
Cameron Knight
Local History Librarian
Richmond Hill Public Library
Our Life is Love and Peace and Tenderness and Bearing one with another and
Forgiving one another and not laying Accusations one against another but praying
one for another and Helping one another up with a Tender hand.? Isaac Penington,
1667
--- On Thu, 10/14/10, Beaver County History Center <beavercountyresearch at
yahoo.com> wrote:
From: Beaver County History Center <beavercountyresearch at yahoo.com>
Subject: [Genealib] Storing old books question
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Received: Thursday, October 14, 2010, 4:01 PM

We recently were given 2,000 property tax record books?which date?from 1802-1900
for our county.? They have had a checkered history as far as storage is concerned.?
For the past 35 years they have been stored in the basement of a Victorian house.?
The books covering?the years?1802-1840 we have copies of on acid free paper, most
of the books covering 1887-1900 we have on microfilm.??All?are in horrible smelly
shape; the leather covers are turning to dust.? But they are a valuable resouce for
our patrons.? I would like to copy the remaining volumes but then what do I do with
the all these smelly originals?????? Also, the person who?has stored these for the
past 35 years?wants to restrict them by saying they are on 'permanent loan' not a
donation.? (She is 87 years old)--She did save them, as the county was going to
burn them - and for that we are grateful.? What is the best?(but most economical)?
way to store the originals?
?
Alice Kern
Beaver County Genealogy & History Center
1301 Seventh Avenue
Beaver Falls, PA 15010
724-847-9253
I GoodSearch & GoodShop for the Beaver County Genealogy and History Center.
Raise money for this charity just by searching the Internet with GoodSearch.com
(powered by Yahoo), or shopping online with GoodShop.com
-----Inline Attachment Follows----_______________________________________________
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From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Sun Oct 17 10:58:31 2010
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Sun, 17 Oct 2010 10:58:31 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Storing old books question
Message-ID: <9972B15D3E91024985C97BA2014B5FC008D1B0A7C6@rpl05>
We had a similar question from one of our town libraries. While the tax books are
not yet online at their web site [http://hpl.org/henrietta_history/digital.php], we
did the tax books for them from the 19th century. Truth be told, if they are smelly
it is probably going to cost far more to get them in shape than you can afford and you still have the problems of access and brittleness. Seems like digitizing
the books would be the best way to get access. As far as storing the originals,
what we have done here is have a staffer treat them appropriately [said staffer
has professional archival training and tools], and re shelve them appropriately. I

will ask her exactly what she did.
Larry Naukam
Coordinator of Historical Services
Rochester Public Library

From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Mon Oct 18 18:03:01 2010
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Mon, 18 Oct 2010 18:03:01 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Melinda Yates (1946-2010), Beloved Librarian
Message-ID: <AANLkTinohVPewVNbbOLyZ5EJ_u5bLZgsbY1purqTBmBh@mail.gmail.com>
This is a must read obituary - about the passing of a reference
(genealogy) librarian: "Melinda Yates, Beloved Librarian" http://bit.ly/5gmzM Times Union, The (Albany, NY) - October 14, 2010.
If you can't read this let me know and I'll send it to you.
From bpowell at aclib.us Mon Oct 18 18:05:53 2010
From: bpowell at aclib.us (Bobby Powell)
Date: Mon, 18 Oct 2010 18:05:53 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Melinda Yates (1946-2010), Beloved Librarian
In-Reply-To: <AANLkTinohVPewVNbbOLyZ5EJ_u5bLZgsbY1purqTBmBh@mail.gmail.com>
References: <AANLkTinohVPewVNbbOLyZ5EJ_u5bLZgsbY1purqTBmBh@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <E44635DDFA299A4BB03650406800B680031909B9@GOETHE.acld.lib.fl.us>
Please send--I can't get it. Thanks! bobby ruth
Bobby Ruth Powell, Librarian
Alachua County Library District
401 East University Avenue
Gainesville FL 32601
www.aclib.us
bpowell at aclib.us
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tom Kemp
Sent: Monday, October 18, 2010 5:03 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Melinda Yates (1946-2010), Beloved Librarian
This is a must read obituary - about the passing of a reference
(genealogy) librarian: "Melinda Yates, Beloved Librarian" http://bit.ly/5gmzM Times Union, The (Albany, NY) - October 14, 2010.
If you can't read this let me know and I'll send it to you.
_______________________________________________
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From robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com Mon Oct 18 18:30:15 2010
From: robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Mon, 18 Oct 2010 18:30:15 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Melinda Yates (1946-2010), Beloved Librarian
In-Reply-To: <E44635DDFA299A4BB03650406800B680031909B9@GOETHE.acld.lib.fl.us>
References: <AANLkTinohVPewVNbbOLyZ5EJ_u5bLZgsbY1purqTBmBh@mail.gmail.com>

<E44635DDFA299A4BB03650406800B680031909B9@GOETHE.acld.lib.fl.us>
Message-ID: <AANLkTi=B-zpfPJznNGfBLuN3QH3SPLNCOUFufACXeqOc@mail.gmail.com>
> Please send--I can't get it. ?Thanks! bobby ruth
<http://www.timesunion.com/default/article/Melinda-Yates-beloved-librarian705087.php>
-Bob Sullivan
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
From mrarchive at aol.com Mon Oct 18 18:40:22 2010
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive at aol.com)
Date: Mon, 18 Oct 2010 18:40:22 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Melinda Yates (1946-2010), Beloved Librarian
In-Reply-To: <AANLkTi=B-zpfPJznNGfBLuN3QH3SPLNCOUFufACXeqOc@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<AANLkTinohVPewVNbbOLyZ5EJ_u5bLZgsbY1purqTBmBh@mail.gmail.com><E44635DDFA299A4BB036
50406800B680031909B9@GOETHE.acld.lib.fl.us>
<AANLkTi=B-zpfPJznNGfBLuN3QH3SPLNCOUFufACXeqOc@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <8CD3D2C956C0921-1810-326F@webmail-m008.sysops.aol.com>
WOULD SOMEONE LET US HAVE AN ADDRESS WHERE WE MAY CONTRIBUTE TO THE
BOOK FUND..
A LIFE WELL SPENT AND TRULY REMARKABLE INDEED..
-----Original Message----From: Robert Sullivan <robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Mon, Oct 18, 2010 6:30 pm
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Melinda Yates (1946-2010), Beloved Librarian
> Please send--I can't get it. ?Thanks! bobby ruth
<http://www.timesunion.com/default/article/Melinda-Yates-beloved-libraria
n-705087.php>
-Bob Sullivan
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
_______________________________________________
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http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From daysa at oplin.org Tue Oct 19 10:35:10 2010
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Tue, 19 Oct 2010 10:35:10 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Melinda Yates (1946-2010), Beloved Librarian
In-Reply-To: <AANLkTinohVPewVNbbOLyZ5EJ_u5bLZgsbY1purqTBmBh@mail.gmail.com>
References: <AANLkTinohVPewVNbbOLyZ5EJ_u5bLZgsbY1purqTBmBh@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <000001cb6f9a$d5b02a50$81107ef0$@org>

Tom
We don't subscribe to Genealogy Bank. Please send out for us to read it.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Steubenville OH
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tom Kemp
Sent: Monday, October 18, 2010 6:03 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Melinda Yates (1946-2010), Beloved Librarian
This is a must read obituary - about the passing of a reference
(genealogy) librarian: "Melinda Yates, Beloved Librarian" http://bit.ly/5gmzM Times Union, The (Albany, NY) - October 14, 2010.
If you can't read this let me know and I'll send it to you.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From mmemouse at rogers.com Tue Oct 19 11:16:34 2010
From: mmemouse at rogers.com (Marcia G Kennedy)
Date: Tue, 19 Oct 2010 08:16:34 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Melinda Yates (1946-2010), Beloved Librarian
In-Reply-To: <8CD3D2C956C0921-1810-326F@webmail-m008.sysops.aol.com>
Message-ID: <414995.46054.qm@web88102.mail.re2.yahoo.com>

Easy to Google her:
http://www.timesunion.com/default/article/Melinda-Yates-beloved-librarian705087.php
Marcia Kennedy @ home today
From Betsy.Miller at robins.af.mil Tue Oct 19 11:33:50 2010
From: Betsy.Miller at robins.af.mil (Miller, Betsy R Civ USAF AFMC 78 FSS/FSDL)
Date: Tue, 19 Oct 2010 11:33:50 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Seeking recommendations on WWII books/research guides
In-Reply-To: <8E1252F30ADBD9469C92316909D72382274C87@SMSERVER.SullivanMunce.local>
References: <8E1252F30ADBD9469C92316909D72382274C87@SMSERVER.SullivanMunce.local>
Message-ID:
<7851A07E36C3874693E3A484586C36FB0522F021@VFGAMLAO03.Enterprise.afmc.ds.af.mil>
The National Archives updated their Reference Information Paper 109 (RIP
109) "Military Service Records at the National Archives" in 2007, and
the first section is entitled "Before Getting Started".
Information about this 119-page publication is at their website
http://www.archives.gov/publications/ref-info-papers/109/index.html
>From this page you can look at each section of the publication, download
the entire document immediately, or request a FREE printed copy (trade
paperback-sized) from the Archives (information at the bottom right of

this webpage).
Sections include Coast Guard, Modern Military Records, National
Personnel Records Center, and Draft Records (specifically including
World War II and Korea & Vietnam).
Betsy R. Miller, Senior Library Technician
on LinkedIn?
Robins AFB Library, Georgia / FL2060
Please visit
Voice : (478) 327-7381 or DSN 497-7381
http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsyrmiller

Are you

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Beth Kielb
Sent: Thursday, October 14, 2010 11:06 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Seeking recommendations on WWII books/research
guides
Hello,

I am looking for some books or materials to add to our collection to
assist those trying to track their ancestors who served in WWII. We
have nothing in our collection on this subject right now. Any
recommendations or thoughts would be appreciated! Please feel free to
contact me off list if you would prefer (e-mail address below).

So far I've come across the following 2 titles:

Finding Your Father's War: a practical guide to researching and
understanding service in the World War II US Army
by Jonathan Gawne

World War II Military Records:

a family historian's guide

by Debra Johnson Knox

Any thoughts on these 2 titles?
recommend?

Thanks!!

Any other titles that you would

Beth

Beth Kielb
SullivanMunce Cultural Center
205-225 West Hawthorne Street
Zionsville, IN

46077

317.873.4900, ext 302
bethk at sullivanmunce.org <mailto:janetbaker at sullivanmunce.org>

YOUR DESTINATION FOR ART, HISTORY, & GENEALOGY!
Open Tuesday - Saturday

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Follow us on Twitter <http://www.twitter.com/sullivanmunce>
Facebook <http://www.facebook.com/sullivanmunce> !

and

From mkmannix at gmail.com Wed Oct 20 14:42:06 2010
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Wed, 20 Oct 2010 14:42:06 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC) Fall
Meeting Workshops: Introduction to German Script and Introduction to
Pennsylvania German Frakturs. 11 November 2011. Harrisburg Hilton,
Downtown Harrisburg, PA
In-Reply-To: <AANLkTikJ98g9c+EY3Y9pYNNs9fJ==BfhkZ7FO0KSTdw5@mail.gmail.com>
References: <AANLkTikJ98g9c+EY3Y9pYNNs9fJ==BfhkZ7FO0KSTdw5@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <AANLkTintAABq7ttb7Zf_Aq3eUxr22QzvMEFwP+1zipN=@mail.gmail.com>
Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC) Fall Meeting
Workshops: Introduction to German Script and Introduction to
Pennsylvania German Frakturs. 11 November 2011. Harrisburg Hilton,
Downtown Harrisburg, PA
Introduction to German Script
Half Day Workshop: 9:00 am?12:00 pm
Cost: $50.00 (includes a $10.00 materials fee)
Attendees registering for both W2 and W3 receive a $5.00 discount
Instructors: Lanie Graf and Paul Peucker, Moravian Archives
This half day workshop will introduce participants to German script,
the old form of German cursive found in handwritten documents from
medieval times through the first half of the 20th century. After a
brief introduction describing the historical evolution of German
script, participants will practice writing the lowercase and uppercase
alphabets using quills on laid paper. Using color reproductions,

participants will examine and practice transcribing a sampling of
documents written in German script. Although material from various
periods will be discussed, focus will be on 18th-century handwriting
as the standard form. Paul Peucker is the archivist and Lanie Graf is
the assistant archivist at the Moravian Archives in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania. Each summer they teach an intensive two week German
script class at the Archives. In addition, Graf teaches German script
at many local schools throughout the Lehigh Valley.
Introduction to Pennsylvania German Frakturs
Half Day Workshop: 1:00 pm?4:30 pm
Cost: $40.00
Attendees registering for both W2 and W3 receive a $5.00 discount
Instructors:
Russell and Corinne Earnest, Russell D. Earnest Associates Russell and
Corinne Earnest, recognized authorities in the field of Pennsylvania
German fraktur, will conduct this afternoon session. The workshop will
begin with a brief discussion of the history and background of 18th
and 19th century decorated manuscripts that Americans call fraktur.
Made by and for Pennsylvania Germans, the many categories of fraktur
are reviewed, including denominational and regional differences.
Following a color-slide presentation, the session turns to a hands-on
examination of original fraktur. Discussions include placing
individual pieces in historical perspective, cataloging, curatorial
aspects of housing fraktur, preserving genealogically significant data
found on fraktur, symbolism in the art, techniques artists used to
decorate, watermarks, condition, and conservation. Discussions also
include determining when to consult an expert who can evaluate fraktur
as to rarity and historical significance and assist in prioritizing
individual examples worthy of committing funds to conservation.
Russell and Corinne Earnest are recognized authorities in the field of
Pennsylvania German fraktur, broadsides, and genealogy. They began
their research on fraktur in 1971 and over the ensuing years they have
recorded the family history data from more than 30,000 examples.
Information about the overall meeting can be found at
http://data.memberclicks.com/site/marac/Harrisburg_Final_PDF.pdf.
Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference Fall Meeting
Theme: The Politics of Archives
When: November 11-13, 2010
Where: Harrisburg, PA
Hotel: Harrisburg Hilton, Downtown Harrisburg
Room rate: $119

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Wed Oct 20 20:44:54 2010
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Wed, 20 Oct 2010 20:44:54 -0400

Subject: [Genealib] New Virginia Room Trade List
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF7419BF671F@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Please contact me directly at the address below if you are interested in
any of these materials. We would prefer to trade but can send for
postage if we don't get trade materials.
Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
City of Fairfax Regional Library
10360 North Street
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
suzanne.levy at fairfaxcounty.gov
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101020/0d77751b/
attachment.html
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Octr2010Trades.xls
Type: application/vnd.ms-excel
Size: 71680 bytes
Desc: Octr2010Trades.xls
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101020/0d77751b/
attachment.xls
From Shari.Stelling at iowa.gov Thu Oct 21 10:26:05 2010
From: Shari.Stelling at iowa.gov (Stelling, Shari [DCA])
Date: Thu, 21 Oct 2010 09:26:05 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] New Virginia Room Trade List
In-Reply-To:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF7419BF671F@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
References:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF7419BF671F@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Message-ID:
<FCCCD1E5B5BD6645A1E7BE50D834087B484003F2F8@iowajhnex111.iowa.gov.state.ia.us>
Good morning, Suzanne!
We would love to have a copy of "Vernacular architecture in rural and small town
Missouri" if one is still available.
We would be happy to reimburse postage.
Thanks for your offerings!
--Shari
********************************
Shari S. Stelling
State Historical Society of Iowa Library
600 East Locust
Des Moines, IA 50319
515-281-5070
email: Shari.Stelling at iowa.gov
________________________________

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Levy, Suzanne S.
Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2010 7:45 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] New Virginia Room Trade List
Please contact me directly at the address below if you are interested in any of
these materials. We would prefer to trade but can send for postage if we don't get
trade materials.
Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
City of Fairfax Regional Library
10360 North Street
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
suzanne.levy at fairfaxcounty.gov<mailto:suzanne.levy at fairfaxcounty.gov>
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr<http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/
branches/vr>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101021/15c0f397/
attachment.html
From SBraden at Hedbergpubliclibrary.org Thu Oct 21 10:39:16 2010
From: SBraden at Hedbergpubliclibrary.org (Susan Braden)
Date: Thu, 21 Oct 2010 09:39:16 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Melinda Yates (1946-2010), Beloved Librarian
In-Reply-To: <AANLkTinohVPewVNbbOLyZ5EJ_u5bLZgsbY1purqTBmBh@mail.gmail.com>
References: <AANLkTinohVPewVNbbOLyZ5EJ_u5bLZgsbY1purqTBmBh@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <7ABEFD8B6A968B46BBE8C4EF440620F32E959DAF0A@valkyrie.hpl.local>
I could not read this.
-Sue

Please send.

Thank you.

________________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tom Kemp [thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, October 18, 2010 5:03 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Melinda Yates (1946-2010), Beloved Librarian
This is a must read obituary - about the passing of a reference
(genealogy) librarian: "Melinda Yates, Beloved Librarian" http://bit.ly/5gmzM Times Union, The (Albany, NY) - October 14, 2010.
If you can't read this let me know and I'll send it to you.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From bbuckner at ci.waco.tx.us Thu Oct 21 16:05:33 2010
From: bbuckner at ci.waco.tx.us (Bill Buckner)
Date: Thu, 21 Oct 2010 15:05:33 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Suggestions requested for a hygrometer
Message-ID: <FFDD02844AF5F842BCCECC75E6AC89F80BAA3B10@cowex1.cow.local>

Genealib,

Suggestions or information requested for a hygrometer. I am looking for
a device to measure the humidity in the area that stores our microfilm
collection. I understand the humidity should be kept in the 20-30%
range. From what I have read a digital hygrometer is preferred because
I will not have to recalibrate it every month. Suggestions of brand
names and models are requested. Specific links to websites would be a
big help.

Regards,

Bill Buckner
Genealogy Center Manager
West Waco Library & Genealogy Center
5301 Bosque Blvd., Suite 275
Waco, TX 76710

254/750-5945 Ref Desk
254/750-5995 office
254/745-6019 fax
bbuckner at ci.waco.tx.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101021/0a636a3b/
attachment.html
From dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us Thu Oct 21 16:21:48 2010
From: dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us (Daniel Sample)
Date: Thu, 21 Oct 2010 15:21:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Flickr Commons
References: <8E1252F30ADBD9469C92316909D72382274C87@SMSERVER.SullivanMunce.local>
<7851A07E36C3874693E3A484586C36FB0522F021@VFGAMLAO03.Enterprise.afmc.ds.af.mil>
Message-ID: <6B387A0B7224FB49A73822DC97B039310A4812@XAVIER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>

Hello,
We are currently looking at other options to putting our photograph collection
online and have been looking at Flickr Commons. Right now they have a large
backlog and are not able to take new partners for the remainder of the year.
We are considering using it for a test program with the hope of setting up our own
page fairly soon. Has anyone here used it? What are your thoughts about it and
would you recommend using it? Any comments, suggestions or experiences would be
helpful.
Thanks.
Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 3791 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101021/74865b51/
attachment.bin
From AMendoza at dar.org Thu Oct 21 16:49:43 2010
From: AMendoza at dar.org (Mendoza, Amado)
Date: Thu, 21 Oct 2010 16:49:43 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Duplicate Periodicals to Donate!
Message-ID: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB410187BEFD@Mail2.darlib.org>
Dear Sir or Madam,

The Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) Library in Washington ,
DC has duplicate periodicals with genealogical and historical
information to donate. They are complete or nearly complete runs, and
many come from other libraries and have markings on the front cover and
elsewhere. Items requested will be mailed to you as media mail via the
U.S. Postal Service. Requests will be considered on a first come, first
serve basis. To submit a request, please follow the directions below:

*
Send an e-mail to amendoza at dar.org, identifying the exact
title(s) and volume(s) wanted. Requests sent to the entire e-mail
listserv will not be considered. Include your mailing address and
indicate if the periodicals should be sent to the attention of a
particular person or department.

*
If the shipment of your periodicals costs $10.00 or more, we ask
for a reimbursement. A total shipping cost invoice will be mailed with
your shipment. Please mail your check (made payable to "Treasurer
General, NSDAR") and a copy of the invoice to:

NSDAR Library
Attn: Serials Coordinator
1776 D St., NW
Washington, DC 20006

Duplicates to donate below. More to come in future emails!

CONNECTICUT

Title: Historical Footnotes
Author: Stonington Historical Society
Vols. 1-12 (bound)
Vols. 33-36

Title: Connecticut Nutmegger
Author: Connecticut Society of Genealogists

(Note: Extra copies of duplicates included)
Vols. 1 and 2 (bound)
v. 2, nos. 1-4
v. 3, nos. 1-4 (bound)
v. 4, nos. 1-4
v. 5, nos. 1-4
v. 6, nos. 1-4

v. 7, nos. 1-4
v. 8, nos. 1-4
v. 9, nos. 1-4
v. 10, nos. 1-4
v. 11, nos. 1-4
v. 12, nos. 1-4
v. 13, nos. 1-4
v. 14, nos. 1, 4
v. 16, nos. 1-4
v. 17, nos. 1, 2, 4
v. 18, nos. 1-4
v. 19, nos. 1-2
v. 20, nos. 2-4
v. 21, nos. 3, 4
v. 23, nos. 1-4
v. 24, nos. 1-4
v. 27, nos. 1-4 (bound)
v. 25, nos. 1, 3, 4
v. 29, nos. 1, 4
v. 32, nos. 1-3

*Extra copies (Connecticut Nutmegger):
v. 2, nos. 1, 2, 4
v. 3, nos. 2-4
v. 5, no. 2
v. 7, nos. 1-4
v. 8, nos. 1-4 (bound)
v. 8, nos. 1-4
v. 9, nos. 1-4 (bound)

v. 9, nos. 1-2
v. 10, nos. 1-2
v.11, nos. 1-4
v. 11, nos. 1-4
v. 12, nos. 1-3
v. 12, nos. 1-4
v. 12, no. 1
v. 13, nos. 1-4
v. 14, nos. 1-4
v. 15, nos. 1-4
v. 18, no. 1
v. 21, no. 3
v. 22, nos. 1-4
v. 23, no. 2
v. 25, nos. 1-4
v. 27, nos. 1, 3

Title: The Godfrey Update
Author: Godfrey Memorial Library
Summer 2005
Winter 2005-2006

Title: Connecticut History
Author: Assn. for the Study of Connecticut History
No. 16 (1975)

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101021/14ac6cab/
attachment.html

From dplumer at tsl.state.tx.us Thu Oct 21 16:55:10 2010
From: dplumer at tsl.state.tx.us (Danielle Plumer)
Date: Thu, 21 Oct 2010 15:55:10 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Flickr Commons
In-Reply-To: <6B387A0B7224FB49A73822DC97B039310A4812@XAVIER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
References: <8E1252F30ADBD9469C92316909D72382274C87@SMSERVER.SullivanMunce.local>
<7851A07E36C3874693E3A484586C36FB0522F021@VFGAMLAO03.Enterprise.afmc.ds.af.mil>
<6B387A0B7224FB49A73822DC97B039310A4812@XAVIER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
Message-ID:
<74F440BE5406B44DA9FA6DB49232015202A921A0@Exchange01.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>
Daniel,

The Texas State Library and Archives recently joined the Commons. It
took 8 months from the time of our application (and applications were
still being accepted when we first applied). As you note, there is a
large backlog, and it's not really clear how many partners they will
accept. You can still get a free personal account, or even a paid pro
account if you don't want ads on your photos. I'm not a big fan of
Flickr, partly because many K-12 schools block Flickr but mostly because
the metadata tends to be pretty awful.

Coming soon (any day now, I'm told) the Omeka.net project from George
Mason University will be going into a beta mode. This is a hosted asset
management system that looks pretty nifty, but of course there's no
guarantee about when it will be available or if there will be a cost.
Another fairly inexpensive system is PastPerfect Online, which is used
by many museums - the basic software is around $1,240, and the hosted
online system adds about $1,000 per year.

Some libraries are forming collaborative projects - putting the photos
into projects like the Portal to Texas History at UNT, for example - or
using basic open-source photo album software to put images online (see
http://digitalcollections.georgetown.org/, which uses zenphoto, or
http://dallaslibrary2.org/mbutts/, which uses Gallery2, for examples).
The Portal to Texas History is great, with high-quality images and
metadata. Simple photo albums are more suited to lower-resolution images
and less metadata.

Of course, you can also create simple static webpages, either using an
application like Photoshop or an HTML editor. See the Aultman Collection
at the El Paso Public Library for an idea of what this could look like but be warned that it can be painful if you every decide to redesign
your site!
http://www.ci.el-paso.tx.us/library/ourlibraries/main_library/border_her
itage/border_heritage_otis_aultman_A0101-A0200.asp

In short, there are options for everyone and every budget. Personally, I
favor projects that have good descriptive metadata and which can be
crawled easily by Google. Give me a call sometime and we can probably
come up with more ideas.

Danielle Cunniff Plumer, Coordinator
Texas Heritage Online
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
512.463.5852 (phone) / 512.936.2306 (fax)
dplumer at tsl.state.tx.us

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Daniel
Sample
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2010 3:22 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Flickr Commons

Hello,

We are currently looking at other options to putting our photograph
collection online and have been looking at Flickr Commons. Right now
they have a large backlog and are not able to take new partners for the
remainder of the year.

We are considering using it for a test program with the hope of setting
up our own page fairly soon. Has anyone here used it? What are your
thoughts about it and would you recommend using it? Any comments,
suggestions or experiences would be helpful.

Thanks.

Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101021/2f1658c0/
attachment.html
From pfollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us Thu Oct 21 16:59:50 2010
From: pfollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us (Paul Follett)
Date: Thu, 21 Oct 2010 15:59:50 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Duplicate Periodicals to Donate!
In-Reply-To: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB410187BEFD@Mail2.darlib.org>
Message-ID: <4FDDD8E916D8B74EA501F366B5F274750567E0AD@serverbex.cityof.lawton.ok.us>
Dear Sir,
Yes, we could use the following to make our collection
complete.

Title: Connecticut Nutmegger
Vols. 1 and 2 (bound)
v. 2, nos. 1-4
v. 3, nos. 1-4 (bound)
v. 4, nos. 1-4
v. 5, nos. 1-4
v. 6, nos. 1-4
v. 7, nos. 1-4
v. 8, nos. 1-4
v. 9, nos. 1-4
v. 10, nos. 1-4
v. 12, nos. 1-4
v. 13, nos. 1-4
v. 14, nos. 1, 4
v. 16, nos. 1-4

Thank you,

Paul Follett

Genealogy Librarian
Lawton Public Library
110 SW Fourth St.,
Lawton, OK 73501
pfollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us

"Let us, before we die, gather up our heritage, and offer it to our
children."
Will Durant
The Story of Civilization

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mendoza,
Amado
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2010 3:50 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Duplicate Periodicals to Donate!

Dear Sir or Madam,

The Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) Library in Washington ,
DC has duplicate periodicals with genealogical and historical
information to donate. They are complete or nearly complete runs, and
many come from other libraries and have markings on the front cover and
elsewhere. Items requested will be mailed to you as media mail via the
U.S. Postal Service. Requests will be considered on a first come, first
serve basis. To submit a request, please follow the directions below:

*
Send an e-mail to amendoza at dar.org, identifying the exact
title(s) and volume(s) wanted. Requests sent to the entire e-mail
listserv will not be considered. Include your mailing address and
indicate if the periodicals should be sent to the attention of a
particular person or department.

*
If the shipment of your periodicals costs $10.00 or more, we ask
for a reimbursement. A total shipping cost invoice will be mailed with
your shipment. Please mail your check (made payable to "Treasurer
General, NSDAR") and a copy of the invoice to:

NSDAR Library
Attn: Serials Coordinator
1776 D St., NW
Washington, DC 20006

Duplicates to donate below. More to come in future emails!

CONNECTICUT

Title: Historical Footnotes
Author: Stonington Historical Society
Vols. 1-12 (bound)
Vols. 33-36

Author: Connecticut Society of Genealogists

(Note: Extra copies of duplicates included)
v. 11, nos. 1-4
v. 17, nos. 1, 2, 4
v. 18, nos. 1-4
v. 19, nos. 1-2
v. 20, nos. 2-4
v. 21, nos. 3, 4
v. 23, nos. 1-4

v. 24, nos. 1-4
v. 27, nos. 1-4 (bound)
v. 25, nos. 1, 3, 4
v. 29, nos. 1, 4
v. 32, nos. 1-3

*Extra copies (Connecticut Nutmegger):
v. 2, nos. 1, 2, 4
v. 3, nos. 2-4
v. 5, no. 2
v. 7, nos. 1-4
v. 8, nos. 1-4 (bound)
v. 8, nos. 1-4
v. 9, nos. 1-4 (bound)
v. 9, nos. 1-2
v. 10, nos. 1-2
v.11, nos. 1-4
v. 11, nos. 1-4
v. 12, nos. 1-3
v. 12, nos. 1-4
v. 12, no. 1
v. 13, nos. 1-4
v. 14, nos. 1-4
v. 15, nos. 1-4
v. 18, no. 1
v. 21, no. 3
v. 22, nos. 1-4
v. 23, no. 2
v. 25, nos. 1-4
v. 27, nos. 1, 3

Title: The Godfrey Update
Author: Godfrey Memorial Library
Summer 2005
Winter 2005-2006

Title: Connecticut History
Author: Assn. for the Study of Connecticut History
No. 16 (1975)

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101021/
a7df660b/attachment.html
From rutherfordm at newberry.org Sat Oct 23 17:51:33 2010
From: rutherfordm at newberry.org (Matt Rutherford)
Date: Sat, 23 Oct 2010 16:51:33 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Privacy of funeral home records
Message-ID: <4CC358E5.6050801@newberry.org>
Genealib,
I'm wondering if any of you have dealt with the privacy of funeral home
records donated to your collection. We've been offered some records,
and some are as recent as 2007. There are no death certificates
included, but the records contain SSN's of decedents, purchasers, and
causes of death. I'm trying to find which laws (HIPAA?) we need to
follow when considering restricting access to the records. Any help
would be most appreciated.
Thanks,
Matt Rutherford
-Matt Rutherford
Curator of Genealogy and Local History
Reference Team Leader
The Newberry Library
(312) 255-3671
rutherfordm at newberry.org <mailto:rutherfordm at newberry.org>
From heritage at bernepl.lib.in.us Mon Oct 25 18:24:06 2010
From: heritage at bernepl.lib.in.us (Heritage Room)
Date: Mon, 25 Oct 2010 17:24:06 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Privacy of funeral home records

In-Reply-To: <4CC358E5.6050801@newberry.org>
Message-ID: <29FDF1A67D5241B29C2E79843D19FD51@bpl.local>
Matt,
We have some records like that, although not nearly so recent, and we keep
them in "employee only" file cabinets. If a patron wants to see a
particular record we read off only the pertinent death information to the
patron. We never hand the book to the patron or make a copy of it for the
patron and never divulge any information that would be hurtful or that could
be used in identity theft.
Kathy Rausch - Director
Heritage Room
Berne Public Library
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Matt Rutherford
Sent: Saturday, October 23, 2010 4:52 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Privacy of funeral home records
Genealib,
I'm wondering if any of you have dealt with the privacy of funeral home
records donated to your collection. We've been offered some records,
and some are as recent as 2007. There are no death certificates
included, but the records contain SSN's of decedents, purchasers, and
causes of death. I'm trying to find which laws (HIPAA?) we need to
follow when considering restricting access to the records. Any help
would be most appreciated.
Thanks,
Matt Rutherford
-Matt Rutherford
Curator of Genealogy and Local History
Reference Team Leader
The Newberry Library
(312) 255-3671
rutherfordm at newberry.org <mailto:rutherfordm at newberry.org>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From clossonpress at comcast.net Mon Oct 25 17:48:55 2010
From: clossonpress at comcast.net (closson press)
Date: Mon, 25 Oct 2010 17:48:55 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Privacy of funeral home records
In-Reply-To: <4CC358E5.6050801@newberry.org>
References: <4CC358E5.6050801@newberry.org>
Message-ID: <!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAMcgXTspRzxDvL5bF86LDJHCgAAAEAAAAFEF6SI2j9dHq58L77XFTQABAAAAAA=
=@comcast.net>

You must have the permission of the funeral home to publish the records.
We've published several funeral home record books. None of the records have
been that late. You definitely would not want to publish SSNs. Send a note
to the Copyright Office. They will be able to confirm what you need to know.
Good luck!
Mary
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Matt Rutherford
Sent: Saturday, October 23, 2010 5:52 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Privacy of funeral home records
Genealib,
I'm wondering if any of you have dealt with the privacy of funeral home
records donated to your collection. We've been offered some records,
and some are as recent as 2007. There are no death certificates
included, but the records contain SSN's of decedents, purchasers, and
causes of death. I'm trying to find which laws (HIPAA?) we need to
follow when considering restricting access to the records. Any help
would be most appreciated.
Thanks,
Matt Rutherford
-Matt Rutherford
Curator of Genealogy and Local History
Reference Team Leader
The Newberry Library
(312) 255-3671
rutherfordm at newberry.org <mailto:rutherfordm at newberry.org>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From mrarchive at aol.com Mon Oct 25 18:56:52 2010
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive at aol.com)
Date: Mon, 25 Oct 2010 18:56:52 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Privacy of funeral home records
In-Reply-To: <!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAMcgXTspRzxDvL5bF86LDJHCgAAAEAAAAFEF6SI2j9dHq58L77XFTQABAAAAAA=
=@comcast.net>
References: <4CC358E5.6050801@newberry.org>
<!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAMcgXTspRzxDvL5bF86LDJHCgAAAEAAAAFEF6SI2j9dHq58L77XFTQABAAAAAA=
=@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <8CD42AF0CB6355A-D20-434B@webmail-d081.sysops.aol.com>

When I was a military archivist we had a standard policy in place to redact a
document i suppose that is what one should do with these removing the SS # if you

want that you can always find it elsewhere in google space..
STS

redacted document

Edited, modified, or revised document from which confidential or sensitive
information has been removed.

-----Original Message----From: closson press <clossonpress at comcast.net>
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Mon, Oct 25, 2010 5:48 pm
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Privacy of funeral home records
You must have the permission of the funeral home to publish the records.
We've published several funeral home record books. None of the records have
been that late. You definitely would not want to publish SSNs. Send a note
to the Copyright Office. They will be able to confirm what you need to know.
Good luck!
Mary

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Matt Rutherford
Sent: Saturday, October 23, 2010 5:52 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Privacy of funeral home records

Genealib,

I'm wondering if any of you have dealt with the privacy of funeral home
records donated to your collection.
and some are as recent as 2007.

We've been offered some records,

There are no death certificates

included, but the records contain SSN's of decedents, purchasers, and
causes of death.

I'm trying to find which laws (HIPAA?) we need to

follow when considering restricting access to the records.

Any help

would be most appreciated.

Thanks,
Matt Rutherford
-Matt Rutherford
Curator of Genealogy and Local History
Reference Team Leader
The Newberry Library
(312) 255-3671
rutherfordm at newberry.org <mailto:rutherfordm at newberry.org>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101025/
cb7b91c4/attachment.html
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Mon Oct 25 19:32:46 2010
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Mon, 25 Oct 2010 19:32:46 -0400

Subject: [Genealib] Privacy of funeral home records
In-Reply-To: <8CD42AF0CB6355A-D20-434B@webmail-d081.sysops.aol.com>
References: <4CC358E5.6050801@newberry.org><!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAMcgXTspRzxDvL5bF86LDJHCgAAAEAAAAFEF6SI2j9dHq58L77XFTQABAAAAAA=
=@comcast.net>
<8CD42AF0CB6355A-D20-434B@webmail-d081.sysops.aol.com>
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF7419BF6787@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
It seems to me that worrying about the social security number of a
deceased person is kind of moot since they will be listed in SSDI within
weeks of their demise. And I have found that most area funeral homes
here will share their information with callers. I would not spend time
crossing out SS numbers on the records.
Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
City of Fairfax Regional Library
10360 North Street
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
suzanne.levy at fairfaxcounty.gov
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101025/6317006c/
attachment.html
From clossonpress at comcast.net Mon Oct 25 19:38:37 2010
From: clossonpress at comcast.net (closson press)
Date: Mon, 25 Oct 2010 19:38:37 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Privacy of funeral home records
In-Reply-To:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF7419BF6787@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
References: <4CC358E5.6050801@newberry.org><!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAMcgXTspRzxDvL5bF86LDJHCgAAAEAAAAFEF6SI2j9dHq58L77XFTQABAAAAAA=
=@comcast.net>
<8CD42AF0CB6355A-D20-434B@webmail-d081.sysops.aol.com>
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF7419BF6787@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Message-ID: <!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAMcgXTspRzxDvL5bF86LDJHCgAAAEAAAANiCR9OdjNRAsu/
3HeS6yr8BAAAAAA==@comcast.net>
Unscrupulous people steal children and dead people's SSNs all the time.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Levy, Suzanne
S.
Sent: Monday, October 25, 2010 7:33 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Privacy of funeral home records

It seems to me that worrying about the social security number of a deceased

person is kind of moot since they will be listed in SSDI within weeks of
their demise. And I have found that most area funeral homes here will share
their information with callers. I would not spend time crossing out SS
numbers on the records.

Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
City of Fairfax Regional Library
10360 North Street
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
suzanne.levy at fairfaxcounty.gov
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101025/36fc29e1/
attachment.html
From amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com Mon Oct 25 19:50:05 2010
From: amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com (Amy Crow)
Date: Mon, 25 Oct 2010 19:50:05 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Privacy of funeral home records
In-Reply-To: <!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAMcgXTspRzxDvL5bF86LDJHCgAAAEAAAANiCR9OdjNRAsu/
3HeS6yr8BAAAAAA==@comcast.net>
References: <4CC358E5.6050801@newberry.org><!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAMcgXTspRzxDvL5bF86LDJHCgAAAEAAAAFEF6SI2j9dHq58L77XFTQABAAAAAA=
=@comcast.net>
<8CD42AF0CB6355A-D20-434B@webmail-d081.sysops.aol.com>
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF7419BF6787@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
<!&!AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAMcgXTspRzxDvL5bF86LDJHCgAAAEAAAANiCR9OdjNRAsu/
3HeS6yr8BAAAAAA==@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <B31BB014-8F5F-4E8C-B48B-3B393D0656F9@amyjohnsoncrow.com>
As Suzanne pointed out, the SSN of the deceased is readily available. In fact, more
and more agencies are being encouraged to refer to the SSDI to see if an SSN in
question was, in fact, issued to someone who is now deceased. Redacting the SSN
would do little, if anything, to discourage identity theft. (In addition, having a
SSN by itself would do little to aid in stealing an identity without a birth
certificate to go with it.)
As to whether or not you could release the cause of death, I would refer to the
laws of your state. If the copies of death certificates they provide to the public
contain the cause of death, I would see no reason to redact that.

Standard disclaimer: I am not an attorney (nor do I play on on tv <g>). These
opinions are strictly my own and should not be considered as legal advice.
Amy Johnson Crow, CG,
Master's Candidate,
Kent State University School of Library and Information Science
On Oct 25, 2010, at 7:38 PM, closson press wrote:
> Unscrupulous people steal children and dead people's SSNs all the time.
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Levy, Suzanne S.
> Sent: Monday, October 25, 2010 7:33 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Privacy of funeral home records
>
> It seems to me that worrying about the social security number of a deceased
person is kind of moot since they will be listed in SSDI within weeks of their
demise. And I have found that most area funeral homes here will share their
information with callers. I would not spend time crossing out SS numbers on the
records.
>
> Suzanne Levy
> Virginia Room Librarian
> City of Fairfax Regional Library
> 10360 North Street
> Fairfax VA 22030
> 703-293-6383
> suzanne.levy at fairfaxcounty.gov
> www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101025/
cb8c3a26/attachment.html
From pmanzell at bcls.lib.nj.us Tue Oct 26 11:20:51 2010
From: pmanzell at bcls.lib.nj.us (Paula Manzella)
Date: Tue, 26 Oct 2010 11:20:51 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Privacy of funeral home records
In-Reply-To: <4CC358E5.6050801@newberry.org>
References: <4CC358E5.6050801@newberry.org>
Message-ID: <4CC6F1D3.7040508@bcls.lib.nj.us>
Hi,
I have been told by local funeral home directors that funeral home
records are not health records, rather they are private business
records. If that is true the you don't have to worry about the law.
The best thing to do would be to contact your local or state Funeral
Directors Association for their statement on the subject.

With that said, we have a wonderful collection of funeral home records
- all photocopied with permission from the funeral home director/manager
(in some cases, they sought us out).
The dates range from 1874 through
1968 and the collection currently has five different funeral homes.
Each set contains photocopies of the original records (with one
exception, the original records are still at the funeral homes) which
we've indexed and bound. The funeral directors/managers have dictated
what years they have allowed to be copied, however the format of the
records have changed over the years and that has lead to some natural
cutoffs (e.g., 1950). Depending on the start date of the records you
have been offered, you might allow access the earliest years of the
records and hold the most recent years in "staff only" access area.
The records are housed in our NJ Collection and we haven't edited
them at all (e.g., blacking out SS# or cause of death). Of course, due
to the dates available, only a handful actually have an SS# on the
record itself and those that have been recorded are only for the
decedents, but many do have cause of death.
We have agreed not to
digitize the records, but we will include indexing for some of the
records in our online index <
http://www.bcls.lib.nj.us/newspapers/nni/ >, starting with the oldest
ones.
For our researchers, the funeral records are incredibly useful
for the pre-SSDI years because we are still indexing our local weekly
newspapers and our regional dailies do not have any indexing.
No matter what your decision is regarding where your collection is to
be housed, indexing needs to be a primary goal for the collection. When
you do index, include ALL names on the records (front and back)...
decedent, parents, spouses, children, purchasers and "responsible
parties, and others. I was able to help a customer find the obituaries
and a marriage record for three additional family members from one
funeral record - she didn't know that two of these "bonus" people were
related at all to the deceased.
Good luck,
Paula Manzella
Burlington County Library
Westampton, NJ
Matt Rutherford wrote:
> Genealib,
>
> I'm wondering if any of you have dealt with the privacy of funeral home
> records donated to your collection. We've been offered some records,
> and some are as recent as 2007. There are no death certificates
> included, but the records contain SSN's of decedents, purchasers, and
> causes of death. I'm trying to find which laws (HIPAA?) we need to
> follow when considering restricting access to the records. Any help
> would be most appreciated.
>
> Thanks,
> Matt Rutherford
>
From DougB81042 at aol.com Tue Oct 26 13:42:18 2010
From: DougB81042 at aol.com (DougB81042 at aol.com)
Date: Tue, 26 Oct 2010 13:42:18 EDT

Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 85, Issue 14
Message-ID: <55eee.5e2598d.39f86cfa@aol.com>
In a message dated 10/26/2010 12:01:46 PM Eastern Daylight Time,
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu writes:
> Standard disclaimer: I am not an attorney (nor do I play on on tv <g>).
> These opinions are strictly my own and should not be considered as legal
> advice.
>
But did you stay at Holiday Inn Express last night?
I hope everyone has seen that commercial.
Doug
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101026/
c4d8c5f8/attachment.html
From BeanyCecil at aol.com Tue Oct 26 15:04:04 2010
From: BeanyCecil at aol.com (BeanyCecil at aol.com)
Date: Tue, 26 Oct 2010 15:04:04 EDT
Subject: [Genealib] Social Security Numbers
Message-ID: <9dbee.525070ce.39f88024@aol.com>
One of the benefits of the SSDI, that publicizes the Social Security
numbers of the deceased, is that the public is notified that the numbers are
associated with persons no longer living. The Death Master File is used to
prevent fraud so that no one can steal the identity of a dead person, and
take out a credit card or a bank loan in a dead person's name.
Deborah Bruno
Menifee, CA
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101026/7ee563d8/
attachment.html
From BeanyCecil at aol.com Tue Oct 26 15:09:39 2010
From: BeanyCecil at aol.com (BeanyCecil at aol.com)
Date: Tue, 26 Oct 2010 15:09:39 EDT
Subject: [Genealib] Social Security Numbers
Message-ID: <9e231.3b40bc1a.39f88173@aol.com>
Additionally,once a deceased relative's social security number is found,
the person's application for Social Security card (Form SS-5) can be ordered
from the Social Security Administration. The SS-5 contains additional
genealogical data, such as birth place, father's name, and mother's full maiden
name, a "real find" for family researchers. So, given the research
benefit as well as the protection of notifying the public that the SSN is
associated with a deceased person, why would we choose to censor this
information?
Deborah Bruno
Menifee, CA
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101026/31324bd9/
attachment.html
From cribbswh at gmail.com Tue Oct 26 15:28:11 2010
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (cribbswh at gmail.com)
Date: Tue, 26 Oct 2010 14:28:11 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newest obituary collections added - 10-26-2010
Message-ID: <AANLkTi=B3L6Mkbzwrsc2F16Mmgt+kEBM40NYooBiXwsL@mail.gmail.com>
Hi all,
Below is a list of new obituary collections either added, started, or
updated at GenealogyBuff.com http://www.genealogybuff.com
To see the whole list of collections to date, just visit
http://www.genealogybuff.com/obituary_collections.htm
Here's the list:
CALIFORNIA - Napa County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ca/napa/webbbs_config.pl
MASSACHUSETTS - Norfolk County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ma/norfolk/webbbs_config.pl
NEW YORK - Erie County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ny/erie/webbbs_config.pl
NEW YORK - Suffolk County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ny/suffolk/webbbs_config.pl
NORTH CAROLINA - Randolph County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/nc/randolph/webbbs_config.pl
PENNSYLVANIA - Luzerne County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/pa/luzerne/webbbs_config.pl
TENNESSEE - Rutherford County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/tn/rutherford/webbbs_config.pl
TEXAS - Texas Smaller County Obituary Collection (added Hunt Co.)
http://www.genealogybuff.com/tx/smallcounties/webbbs_config.pl
VIRGINIA - Frederick County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/va/frederick/webbbs_config.pl
WASHINGTON - Clallam County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/wa/clallam/webbbs_config.pl
Hope this helps.
Bill
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Tue Oct 26 15:49:23 2010
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Tue, 26 Oct 2010 15:49:23 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Social Security Numbers
In-Reply-To: <9e231.3b40bc1a.39f88173@aol.com>
References: <9e231.3b40bc1a.39f88173@aol.com>
Message-ID:

<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4492F7D9C88@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
When the question of removing the SSDI from the public Internet was raised a year
or two ago, businesses and potential employers vigorously protested, saying the
depend upon the free and easy access to verify valid SSNs both for credit fraud
purposes and for determining status of immigrant workers.
We redact SSNs from anything that identifies a potentially living person, but not
from older records. For instance, we blacked them out on voter registration cards
before microfilming them, but not from death records.
Past studies several years ago by Better Business Bureau and others have shown
those who are stealing identities did not get their information from any of the
genealogy or government vital record sites, but from computer hacking, theft of
computers or electronic storage devices with files with personal information,
direct theft of personal ID from purses and wallets, access to one's computer with
passwords and/or personal documents in one's home, theft of mail , theft of
unshredded documents/credit card offers in the trash, etc. These are people
looking for easy money and they aren't going to do true research to get info. Has
anyone heard of more recent studies that show situation is the same today?
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of BeanyCecil at aol.com
Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 2010 3:10 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Social Security Numbers
Additionally,once a deceased relative's social security number is found, the
person's application for Social Security card (Form SS-5) can be ordered from the
Social Security Administration. The SS-5 contains additional genealogical data,
such as birth place, father's name, and mother's full maiden name, a "real find"
for family researchers. So, given the research benefit as well as the protection
of notifying the public that the SSN is associated with a deceased person, why
would we choose to censor this information?
Deborah Bruno
Menifee, CA
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101026/
e865e96c/attachment.html
From John.LaMont at spl.org Thu Oct 28 12:24:36 2010
From: John.LaMont at spl.org (John LaMont)
Date: Thu, 28 Oct 2010 09:24:36 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Book copier
In-Reply-To: <mailman.55.1288195232.30661.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.55.1288195232.30661.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE8ECE99EC1C@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
We're planning to purchase a new book copier with scanning and printing

capabilities for our Special Collections Department, and I've come up with the
following options:
--Xerox WorkCentre BookMark 40 (stand alone machine)
http://www.office.xerox.com/multifunction-printer/multifunction-over-30ppm/
workcentre-bookmark-40-55/enus.html
--Oce VarioPrint 1055 Book Copier (stand alone machine)
http://global.oce.com/products/varioprint1055-book-copier/default.aspx
--Binder Minder Attachment (works with many name brand copiers as an attachment to
the machine)
http://www.binderminder.com/index.htm
I'm curious to know if any of you are using the above equipment and if so, what
your experience has been. Are there other book copiers out there that I'm missing?
For the Binder Minder attachment, I've been told by our current copier service
company that the attachment throws a lot of fault codes with their machines which
results in additional service calls. As a result, they don't support it. If
you're using the Binder Minder, is it working well for you? And what make and model
machine is it attached to?
Thanks for any input you may have.
John LaMont
Librarian - Genealogy
Special Collections
The Seattle Public Library
206-386-4636

From DCDEARBORN at nehgs.org Thu Oct 28 12:29:15 2010
From: DCDEARBORN at nehgs.org (Dearborn, David)
Date: Thu, 28 Oct 2010 12:29:15 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Book copier
In-Reply-To: <8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE8ECE99EC1C@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
References: <mailman.55.1288195232.30661.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE8ECE99EC1C@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
Message-ID: <1159AFB3D3416141857B5208287569BC0114B3C1@nehgsmail.nehgs.local>
Dear Mr. Lamont,

Our book scanner is an OpticBook A300. It handles A3 12"x16" pages and
can provide resolution up to 600dpi. (We use 300dpi.)
http://www.plustek.com/product/series.asp?s_id=2 It's very fast and
optimized for book scanning.

Sincerely,
David C. Dearborn
Genealogist
New England Historic Genealogical Society
99-101 Newbury Street

Boston, MA 02116-3007
(617) 226-1234
Please visit our website at www.AmericanAncestors.org
<http://www.americanancestors.org/>

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of John LaMont
Sent: Thursday, October 28, 2010 12:25 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] Book copier

We're planning to purchase a new book copier with scanning and printing
capabilities for our Special Collections Department, and I've come up
with the following options:

--Xerox WorkCentre BookMark 40 (stand alone machine)
http://www.office.xerox.com/multifunction-printer/multifunction-over-30p
pm/workcentre-bookmark-40-55/enus.html
--Oce VarioPrint 1055 Book Copier (stand alone machine)
http://global.oce.com/products/varioprint1055-book-copier/default.aspx
--Binder Minder Attachment (works with many name brand copiers as an
attachment to the machine)
http://www.binderminder.com/index.htm

I'm curious to know if any of you are using the above equipment and if
so, what your experience has been. Are there other book copiers out
there that I'm missing? For the Binder Minder attachment, I've been told
by our current copier service company that the attachment throws a lot
of fault codes with their machines which results in additional service
calls. As a result, they don't support it. If you're using the Binder
Minder, is it working well for you? And what make and model machine is
it attached to?

Thanks for any input you may have.

John LaMont
Librarian - Genealogy
Special Collections
The Seattle Public Library
206-386-4636

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101028/471008a7/
attachment.html
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Thu Oct 28 12:32:10 2010
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Thu, 28 Oct 2010 12:32:10 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Book copier
In-Reply-To: <8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE8ECE99EC1C@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
References: <mailman.55.1288195232.30661.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE8ECE99EC1C@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF7419BF67E9@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>

Something else to consider: our county has a new copier contract and we
are finding that our Ricoh Aficio 5001 combination copier/scanner/ fax
machine is helping us to do quicker scanning and emailing of scans. The
big benefit is that the screen has a larger surface than our HP scanner;
thus we can scan larger items like maps in fewer pieces.
Something to think about as you are looking.
Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
City of Fairfax Regional Library
10360 North Street
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
suzanne.levy at fairfaxcounty.gov
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr

From John.LaMont at spl.org Thu Oct 28 12:43:54 2010
From: John.LaMont at spl.org (John LaMont)
Date: Thu, 28 Oct 2010 09:43:54 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] VitalSearch subscription database
Message-ID: <8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE8ECE99EC1D@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
We're considering a subscription to the VitalSearch database for our genealogy
collection. I'd like to hear from any libraries who have subscribed to this
database to find out how often it is used, how much it costs, and any feedback you
may have on the content, quality, interface, or the company in general.
We're
particularly interested in the Washington, Oregon, and California content. Feel
free to reply to me directly.
Following are a couple of links to the site.
http://www.vitalsearch-worldwide.com/
http://www.vitalsearch-ca.com/gen/regadvan.htm
Thanks for your help,
John LaMont
Librarian - Genealogy
Special Collections
The Seattle Public Library
206-386-4636
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101028/71075327/
attachment.html
From marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org Thu Oct 28 13:46:51 2010
From: marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org (Marjorie Bardeen)
Date: Thu, 28 Oct 2010 13:46:51 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Book copier
In-Reply-To: <8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE8ECE99EC1C@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
References: <mailman.55.1288195232.30661.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE8ECE99EC1C@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
Message-ID: <000c01cb76c8$1aec9480$50c5bd80$@bardeen@lancasterhistory.org>
We are leasing a Ricoh Aticio MP 4001, our prior machine had a binder-minder
on it and it was important to us to keep that feature. When we first got
the copier it was a brand new version but the company we leased from talked
to the folks at binder-minder and they made some custom adjustments that
allowed it to work on our machine. We don't have a feed option but our
patrons couldn't use that feature anyway. We have had no problems with
either the copier or the binder-minder feature.
Marjorie R. Bardeen
Interim Director of Library Services
LancasterHistory.org
230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, Pa 17603
(717)-392-4633 ex. 102
www.lancasterhistory.org
-----Original Message----From: John LaMont [mailto:John.LaMont at spl.org]

Sent: Thursday, October 28, 2010 12:25 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] Book copier
We're planning to purchase a new book copier with scanning and printing
capabilities for our Special Collections Department, and I've come up with
the following options:
--Xerox WorkCentre BookMark 40 (stand alone machine)
http://www.office.xerox.com/multifunction-printer/multifunction-over-30ppm/w
orkcentre-bookmark-40-55/enus.html
--Oce VarioPrint 1055 Book Copier (stand alone machine)
http://global.oce.com/products/varioprint1055-book-copier/default.aspx
--Binder Minder Attachment (works with many name brand copiers as an
attachment to the machine)
http://www.binderminder.com/index.htm
I'm curious to know if any of you are using the above equipment and if so,
what your experience has been. Are there other book copiers out there that
I'm missing? For the Binder Minder attachment, I've been told by our current
copier service company that the attachment throws a lot of fault codes with
their machines which results in additional service calls. As a result, they
don't support it. If you're using the Binder Minder, is it working well for
you? And what make and model machine is it attached to?
Thanks for any input you may have.
John LaMont
Librarian - Genealogy
Special Collections
The Seattle Public Library
206-386-4636
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From clossonpress at comcast.net Thu Oct 28 13:54:36 2010
From: clossonpress at comcast.net (closson press)
Date: Thu, 28 Oct 2010 13:54:36 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] UNSUBSCRIBE
Message-ID: <!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAMcgXTspRzxDvL5bF86LDJHCgAAAEAAAAMaevsrAAP9MpSPEB6BmO7YBAAAAAA=
=@comcast.net>
Hi!

I'm confused about what to expect from genealib. I thought it was a place to
announce new catalogs, new web sites, etc. I have been getting so much mail
from it that I need to unsubscribe -- interesting, but too overwhelming with
everything else I have to do. Thanks for the service. It serves its purpose.

Mary
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101028/0d9cd305/
attachment.html
From kakmiller at yahoo.com Thu Oct 28 16:16:51 2010
From: kakmiller at yahoo.com (Karen Miller)
Date: Thu, 28 Oct 2010 13:16:51 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] ResCarta
Message-ID: <736301.88072.qm@web52202.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Has anyone had experience with ResCarta, open source software for use with
digital collections? We're debating between ResCarta and DTScan. The latter
product is recommended by the vendor we are considering hiring for a scanning
project.
Karen Miller
Reference Librarian
Wilmette Public Library

From howard_bybee at byu.edu Fri Oct 29 16:32:12 2010
From: howard_bybee at byu.edu (Howard Bybee)
Date: Fri, 29 Oct 2010 14:32:12 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Book Scanner
In-Reply-To: <mailman.45.1288368016.24961.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.45.1288368016.24961.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <C3D2B115D2ABD44BA7E21F95EC413A23386F730244@tiller.exch.ad.byu.edu>
We also provide two OpticBook A300 book scanners. They are versatile, relatively
inexpensive, durable and the public like them. The features allow scan directly to
a networked printer, OCR, PDF, most image formats, and they are easy to use and
fast.
Howard C. Bybee
Family History Librarian
2246 HBLL
Harold B. Lee Library
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84602
801-422-7661

